
@Jeremybballer @PolkaDotOwlBlog Read The Hunger Games. Truly awesome! 
#Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:44:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969202419904512 - #1323 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @KevinTCraig:Twitter changed my book buying habits! RT 
@CherylRainfield Ive read (& bought) so many books bc of Twitter #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:44:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969211504766976 - #1324 
tweet details

@CherylRainfield @KevinTCraig Yes! I think Twitter increased how many books I 
buy (& I'd already been buying a lot). #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:44:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969228093239298 - #1325 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana RT @colbysharp: I read a lot more Graphic Novels because of 
@mrschureads. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:44:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969234812502016 - #1326 
tweet details

@greshambrown @colbysharp My document camera made graphic novels a great 
way to share read alouds - my kids love Babymouse and Lunch Lady. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:44:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969254139863040 - #1327 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @RdngTeach I'M A GUY READER!!! Who's with me? Colby? 
Tony? John? Gary? #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:44:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969251870744576 - #1328 
tweet details

@ocdaboutbooks RT @KateMessner: Social networking has made my to-read list 
impossibly long. Impossible in the very best way possible. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:44:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969271684644864 - #1329 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @ProfBuehler: I read OKAY FOR NOW because of @mposten! 
@hmhbooks #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:44:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969290504478720 - #1330 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads @colbysharp @colbysharp Because graphic novels are awesome. 
Cybills graphic novels nominees: http://t.co/Gu4Vd19q #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:44:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969298939228160 - #1331 
tweet details

@lkstrohecker @pageintraining I'm the opposite of a horse-crazy reader and I 
loved it! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:44:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969330551685120 - #1332 
tweet details

@jellyrace @FoodieBooklvr just read it to my students, then followed up with Hate 
That Cat. now i have a class of poets #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:44:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969337099010048 - #1333 
tweet details

@TonyKeefer I'm tapping out of #titletalk tonight due to hitting $ spent limit , thanks 
to @donalynbooks and @colbysharp for great #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:44:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969341020680192 - #1334 
tweet details

@pradlfan Tips for introducing TWITTER uses to my high school classes?
@donalynbooks #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:44:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969352513060864 - #1335 
tweet details
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@malmartintx Jefferson's Sons looks amazing too! Interesting topic #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:44:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969355440685057 - #1336 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @pageintraining I loved Scorpio Races, but my husband 
abandoned it. Too horsey. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:44:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969367243472897 - #1337 
tweet details

@anythingbooks @karenterlecky love this list and also have liked True Sort of 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:44:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969372016590851 - #1338 
tweet details

@TraceyAnneCox @donalynbooks: #bookaday Ok if they're picture books? Might 
be all I can handle! :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:44:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969382334570496 - #1339 
tweet details

@Anastasiawords @donalynbooks @mrschureads What is breadcrumbs about? 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:44:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969389288734720 - #1340 
tweet details

@dlmackinney @mslcblevins @PolkaDotOwlBlog Have you read Blood Red 
Road? #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:45:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969408435728385 - #1341 
tweet details

@colbysharp @greshambrown I love Babymouse as much as any 30 year old guy 
should. Probably a lot more:) #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:45:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969427435929602 - #1342 
tweet details

@GunnLauren My kids loved Interrupting Chicken... anyone else? #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:45:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969431579893760 - #1343 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @MrSchuReads: @colbysharp Because graphic novels are 
awesome. Cybills graphic novels nominees: http://t.co/TrmNa0S2 #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:45:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969456343060480 - #1344 
tweet details

@kmcilhagga RT @ProfessorNana: RT @colbysharp: I read a lot more Graphic 
Novels because of @mrschureads. - Yeah for more graphic novels #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:45:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969472205914112 - #1345 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @StephanieSapp2: @brennagb Have you read the Choas Walking 
series? Perfect for high school @Candlewick #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:45:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969489478074368 - #1346 
tweet details

@HSeslteacher RT @teacherman82: I have read more this semester than any 
other of my 7 yrs of teaching b/c of #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:45:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969495803080704 - #1347 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @writer @donalynbooks sent me TRASH to read. I liked it. Would 
be interested to see/hear what your readers think/take away. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:45:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969493949186048 - #1348 
tweet details
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@katsok @TonyKeefer What did you order? #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:45:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969517101760512 - #1349 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read @pageintraining I'm not a crazy horse person & lured Scorpio 
Races. Although, it took me a lil while to get into. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:45:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969518821412865 - #1350 
tweet details

@WatchKnowLearn @nataleestotz I wondered the same thing. I'm having a harder 
time keeping up with this than #edchat! I'm new to this one. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:45:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969527843373058 - #1351 
tweet details

@nataleestotz I'm reading Okay for Now to my 9th graders. They love it! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:45:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969530578055168 - #1352 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @GunnLauren: My kids loved Interrupting Chicken... anyone else? 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:45:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969532465487872 - #1353 
tweet details

@CherylRainfield @mindi_r That's very cool to hear--that your students want to 
know if you found a book on Twitter. It shows the impact #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:45:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969536932425728 - #1354 
tweet details

@hale27storm @writer Trash is fabulous. Very popular with boy readers #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:45:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969539935551488 - #1355 
tweet details

@teacherman82 I read #hatback to my HS creative writing students, and they loved 
it. @TheSydneyJo helped read it w/ me. All b/c of #TitleTalk. 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:45:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969541059612673 - #1356 
tweet details

@olugbemisola @verystillnorth loved Meg Wolitzer's FINGERTIPS OF DUNCAN 
DORFMAN #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:45:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969544175984641 - #1357 
tweet details

@thereadingzone @malmartintx I bought Jefferson's Sons because of Twitter buzz. 
Granted, it's sitting on my pile now, but I will get to it! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:45:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969545774018561 - #1358 
tweet details

@jmalphy @GunnLauren Chicken is on our Battle of the Books list this year! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:45:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969594788646912 - #1359 
tweet details

@wclodfelter @CBethM mine was! #titletalk #hatback #teambear 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:45:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969597921796097 - #1360 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog @colbysharp Do you follow the author? My kids were jealous 
when I told them I do! Haha #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:45:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969599092011008 - #1361 
tweet details
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@colbysharp I'm so glad we have archives. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:45:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969626115915776 - #1362 
tweet details

@CBethM @CherylRainfield He gets it. I'm very lucky. I drag him to libraries and fun 
(indie) bookstores on every trip. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:45:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969625654542336 - #1363 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @thereadingzone @malmartintx I need to get Jefferson's Sons 
but I am not a big Historical Fiction fan #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:45:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969655597674496 - #1364 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @GunnLauren I adore any books with chickens. Interrupting 
Chicken is a favorite #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:46:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969680151121920 - #1365 
tweet details

@akgal68 I learned how great graphic novels are because of my PLC here and just 
got a $1500 grant to increase the in my library. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:46:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969681090646016 - #1366 
tweet details

@HSeslteacher @polkadotowlblog Hunger Games is on my winter break reading 
list, too. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:46:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969714800267266 - #1367 
tweet details

@thereadingzone . @PaulWHankins @writer I have some freshman who have 
read and loved TRASH. I haven't gotten to it yet. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:46:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969719623729153 - #1368 
tweet details

@GunnLauren @jmalphy Battle of the Books? #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:46:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969717434302464 - #1369 
tweet details

@librarybrods Reading Flint Heart and must finish Scorpio Races tonight! Next up 
is The One and Only Stuey Lewis (on rec from @MrSchuReads) #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:46:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969720831676416 - #1370 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 @trkravtin Oh yeah - my kids adore it - especially when I give her a 
cute whispy voice. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:46:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969721318211584 - #1371 
tweet details

@akgal68 RT @colbysharp: I'm so glad we have archives. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:46:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969723457318912 - #1372 
tweet details

@Komos72 @mslcblevins I think I liked Divergent better than Hunger Games, too. 
Not as dark... but still so very, very good! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:46:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969731678146561 - #1373 
tweet details

@RachelScupp Just finished The Future of Us...outstanding #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:46:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969740490387456 - #1374 
tweet details

@KevinTCraig I'm a guy reader AND I write for guys. ;-) RT @PaulWHankins 
@RdngTeach I'M A GUY READER!!! Who's with me? #TitleTalk 
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Mon Nov 28 01:46:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969742717550592 - #1375 
tweet details

@LouiseBorden RT @kmherta: MrSchuReads rocks #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:46:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969745007644672 - #1376 
tweet details

@StephanieSapp2 Okay for Now is at the top of my Mock Newbery list #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:46:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969747637485568 - #1377 
tweet details

@nataleestotz Amen! RT @colbysharp: I'm so glad we have archives. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:46:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969749587836930 - #1378 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads @Anastasiawords @donalynbooks A modern-day version of The 
Snow Queen. @Fuseight's review: http://t.co/whijQ9yY #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:46:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969760572702720 - #1379 
tweet details

@CBethM @wclodfelter Mine, too! :) #hatback #teamrabbit #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:46:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969763403862016 - #1380 
tweet details

@DavidAEtkin @Polking @PaulWHankins Great book. And @ilsajbick is a 
#TwitterAuthor as well. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:46:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969773218541568 - #1381 
tweet details

@HowePrincipal “@wclodfelter: I need a good title for a read aloud in an urban 9th 
grade class. Any ideas? #titletalk” Wolf Rider by Avi 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:46:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969774015447042 - #1382 
tweet details

@RdngTeach Me, too!!! I have a headache watching the stream :-) RT 
@colbysharp: I'm so glad we have archives. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:46:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969776590753792 - #1383 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler RT @wclodfelter: I need a good title for a read aloud in an urban 
9th grade class. ideas? Tupac's poetry, The Rose that Grew... #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:46:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969782722822144 - #1384 
tweet details

@jmalphy Yah...that! RT @colbysharp: I'm so glad we have archives. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:46:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969793317642240 - #1385 
tweet details

@mslcblevins @dlmackinney No, but it looks interesting. Just added it in my TBR 
pile. Thanks! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:46:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969822770044928 - #1386 
tweet details

@dlmackinney @PaulWHankins TRASH surprisingly strong with my students - did 
the audio myself and loved the voices #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:46:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969845343784960 - #1387 
tweet details

@mindi_r @CherylRainfield #titletalk They know my Twitter network is part of my 
reading circle. I talk about the con… (cont) http://t.co/BHA7oW5d 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:46:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969846514003969 - #1388 
tweet details
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@jellyrace Author?? RT @hale27storm: @writer Trash is fabulous. Very popular 
with boy readers #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:46:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969854185381888 - #1389 
tweet details

@msmolly27 RT @jmalphy: Just wish Twitter wasn't filtered at school where I could 
really use it! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:46:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969857247219712 - #1390 
tweet details

@thereadingzone @teacherman82 I read #hatback to my 9th graders before 
Thanksgiving. The bio teacher pointed out the food chain references..hehe #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:46:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969874783604736 - #1391 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @frankisibberson I'm not a big historical fiction fan, but the 
Newbery commitee LOVES HF. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:46:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969904240209921 - #1392 
tweet details

@CherylRainfield @cbethm I think that is so cool and I agree--you're lucky! :) 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:47:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969912351997953 - #1393 
tweet details

@CBethM @Komos72 @mslcblevins LOVED both Hunger Games and Divergent. 
But I read all of Divergent in one sitting. Til 3 AM. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:47:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969912549113857 - #1394 
tweet details

@BookGirlStacey I don't read a book without checking Goodreads first. Twitter has 
made my TBR pile huge! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:47:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969925513715713 - #1395 
tweet details

@akgal68 I learned how great graphic novels are because of my PLC here and just 
got a $1500 grant to increase them in my library. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:47:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969946787217408 - #1396 
tweet details

@KevinTCraig Yes! So fast. RT @nataleestotz Amen! RT @colbysharp: I'm so glad 
we have archives. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:47:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140969992282849280 - #1397 
tweet details

@teacherman82 I have to step out early tonight. The last ten minutes of #TitleTalk 
always seem to be the most furious. #IfThatsPossible #GoodLuck 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:47:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970010632912896 - #1398 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @donalynbooks I know. I need to read this one I think...#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:47:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970029930909697 - #1399 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read @akgal68 that is awesome! Congrats! Lucky readers #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:47:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970033357656064 - #1400 
tweet details

@mposten I keep turning Scorpio Races over and over in my head; it's tied with 
Everybody Sees the Ants for Printz pick. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:47:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970042924863488 - #1401 
tweet details
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@thereadingzone @wclodfelter 50 cent has a new YA book out (yes, really) and it 
has gotten good reviews. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:47:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970052714369024 - #1402 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @wclodfelter: I need a good title for a read aloud in an urban 
9th grade class. ideas? Tupacs poetry, The Rose that Grew... #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:47:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970066597519360 - #1403 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @LouiseBorden @colbysharp Am starting Wonderstruck with my 
students as read aloud tomorrow. So excited! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:47:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970086331711490 - #1404 
tweet details

@writer I LOVED Trash. Tweeted about it earlier this week. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:47:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970088135262209 - #1405 
tweet details

@mercolleen Dead End in Norvelt is up there with Okay for Now. Except instead of 
sobbing my way through, I chortled. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:47:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970130455801856 - #1406 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 @CBethM Loved Divergent - yeah even better than Hunger Games for 
me. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:47:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970130099277824 - #1407 
tweet details

@malmartintx well, it's official. nothing else but reading will get done over winter 
break now! my TBR list is growing #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:47:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970138278174720 - #1408 
tweet details

@RdngTeach WOW!RT @akgal68: I learned how great graphic novels are bcs of 
my PLC here & just got $1500 grant to increase them in my library. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:47:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970142791249920 - #1409 
tweet details

@CherylRainfield @mindi_r I love that. Twitter IS a community (or can be) of fellow 
book lovers #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:47:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970148852011008 - #1410 
tweet details

@katsok @frankisibberson I'm getting it. :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:47:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970156850556928 - #1411 
tweet details

@jennann516 I have Divergent on my holiday reading list. Stealing it from my class 
shelf so I can read it FINALLY! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:48:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970161434918912 - #1412 
tweet details

@LouiseBorden “@malmartintx: @colbysharp love, love, loved Okay For Now! 
#titletalk”. YES 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:48:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970189327040512 - #1413 
tweet details

@nataleestotz @CBethM I thought Chaos Walking series was way better than HG; 
still waiting to get my hands on Divergent #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:48:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970194922246144 - #1414 
tweet details
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@PaulWHankins The chat is going really really quick tonight, but SOMEBODY 
please *wave* at @CherylRainfield. SCARS is a transformative read! #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:48:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970198848114688 - #1415 
tweet details

@litnlearn @CBethM: I wonder how many copies of I Want My Hat Back were 
purchased thanks to Twitter... #hatback #titletalk --1 team bear here 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:48:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970200441946112 - #1416 
tweet details

@Komos72 @CBethM Haha!! That's how I spent much of Wednesday... reading 
Divergent. Because I just couldn't put it down. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:48:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970209405186048 - #1417 
tweet details

@colbysharp I really need to read Wonderstruck. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:48:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970222713704448 - #1418 
tweet details

@anythingbooks pb i am loving is You're Finally Here! Hysterical and has a great 
message too #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:48:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970223548375041 - #1419 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @mercolleen Is Dead End middle grade or YA? #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:48:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970229185519617 - #1420 
tweet details

@LouiseBorden RT @frankisibberson: @nataleestotz My strategy is to skip lots 
and go to archives later:-) #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:48:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970239092465665 - #1421 
tweet details

@Dorish @akgal68 Great job! I love using graphic novels in the classroom. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:48:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970246956793856 - #1422 
tweet details

@BookGirlStacey My coworkers don't understand twitter, but it has made me more 
passionate and knowledgeable as an educator. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:48:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970272982441986 - #1423 
tweet details

@CBethM RT @CherylRainfield: @mindi_r I love that. Twitter IS a community (or 
can be) of fellow book lovers #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:48:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970274693722114 - #1424 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @mposten: I keep turning Scorpio Races over & over in my 
head; it's tied w/ Everybody Sees the Ants for Printz pick.<= me, too #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:48:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970284588072961 - #1425 
tweet details

@mposten But if Okay For Now doesn't win the Newbery I will be devastated. 
Anderson's list includes some books I loathed. @donalynbooks #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:48:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970287704453120 - #1426 
tweet details

@gaskell79 @karenterlecky Starting Wonderstruck too....talking about inferring 
#Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:48:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970292083306496 - #1427 
tweet details

@pageintraining One thing I love with Scorpio Races is how much some of the 
characters do with so little action #titletalk 
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Mon Nov 28 01:48:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970293035409408 - #1428 
tweet details

@thereadingzone @wclodfelter Everybody Sees Ants is fantastic for teens, too. 
And look for BOY21 in the spring. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:48:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970295564582913 - #1429 
tweet details

@librarybrods i'm not a horse person either. RT @donalynbooks: @pageintraining I 
loved Scorpio Races, but my husband abandoned it. Too horsey. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:48:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970309414170626 - #1430 
tweet details

@mrs_hembree RT @olugbemisola: @verystillnorth loved Meg Wolitzer's 
FINGERTIPS OF DUNCAN DORFMAN #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:48:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970317748244481 - #1431 
tweet details

@wclodfelter @TeacherThompson that's a good one I haven't thought about in a 
while! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:48:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970329139978240 - #1432 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog Same! RT @malmartintx: well, its official. nothing else but 
reading will get done over winter break now! my TBR list is growing #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:48:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970332113735681 - #1433 
tweet details

@ProfBuehler @wclodfelter My ninth graders used to hang on every word of THE 
RAG AND BONE SHOP #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:48:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970354603589632 - #1434 
tweet details

@pageintraining I need to read Wonderstruck as well #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:48:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970358915338241 - #1435 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads @colbysharp Colby, yes!! Move Wonderstruck to the top of your 
pile. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:48:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970389076586496 - #1436 
tweet details

@CherylRainfield RT @MrSchuReads Twitter gives me place outside my library 2 
shout abt HOW MUCH I LOVE THIS BOOK. wont feel strange 4 being excitd 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:48:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970393719676928 - #1437 
tweet details

@kelleemoye @akgal68 @colbysharp #titletalk archives are my best friend. I can't 
keep up :) 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:48:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970396047523841 - #1438 
tweet details

@pradlfan @writer so I teach them how to search... Just show them how I do it? 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:48:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970398677340160 - #1439 
tweet details

@Dorish @writer Trash is one of my favorites. Learned about it on Goodreads. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:48:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970404176080896 - #1440 
tweet details
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@lkstrohecker @colbysharp Yes you do! Bump it to the top of your TBR pile 
immediately! :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:48:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970408961769472 - #1441 
tweet details

@mslcblevins @wclodfelter The First Part Last or Battle of Jherico? #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:49:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970415563612160 - #1442 
tweet details

@katsok @colbysharp I need to read Wonderstruck but kids are passing it to each 
other instead of returning it to the shelf. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:49:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970423411159041 - #1443 
tweet details

@kmcilhagga RT @thereadingzone: @wclodfelter 50 cent has a new YA book out." 
I have a student reading it for class next week will tweet notes #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:49:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970438951047168 - #1444 
tweet details

@ShawnMcCusker @akgal68 You should check out " The Influencing Machine" by 
Brooke Gladstone about how the media works I love it. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:49:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970441325031424 - #1445 
tweet details

@cppotter @frankisibberson Dead End is grades 5-8 #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:49:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970449692659712 - #1446 
tweet details

@frankisibberson I may have to try #bookaday for all of December. Can I get away 
with that, I wonder? #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:49:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970460685938688 - #1447 
tweet details

@nataleestotz Hi Cheryl! RT @PaulWHankins: but SOMEBODY please *wave* at 
@CherylRainfield. SCARS is a transformative read! #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:49:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970465622634498 - #1448 
tweet details

@CBethM @Komos72 Can I just say how geeked out excited I was to get to talk to 
Veronica Roth for a while at NCTE11??? #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:49:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970481451925504 - #1449 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana RT @ProfBuehler: @wclodfelter My ninth graders used to hang 
on every word of THE RAG AND BONE SHOP #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:49:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970484534743041 - #1450 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @mposten: if Okay For Now doesnt win the Newbery I will be 
devastated. Andersons list includes books I loathed. @donalynbooks #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:49:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970490335473665 - #1451 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 RT @kelleemoye: @akgal68 @colbysharp #titletalk archives are my 
best friend. I can't keep up :) 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:49:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970488179593216 - #1452 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 RT @kelleemoye: @akgal68 @colbysharp #titletalk archives are my 
best friend. I can't keep up :) 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:49:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970488179593216 - #1453 
tweet details
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@LouiseBorden “@colbysharp: I'm so glad we have archives. #titletalk”. RIGHT 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:49:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970495762907137 - #1454 
tweet details

@colbysharp We can't forget picture books (it is still picture book month): Any 
picture books you want to read before the end of the year? #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:49:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970492201926656 - #1455 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog Ditto. AND Hugo, too! RT @colbysharp: I really need to read 
Wonderstruck. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:49:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970511994859520 - #1456 
tweet details

@carwilc @colbysharp I need to read WONDERSTRUCK too. I'm reading HUGO 
aloud right now. Wanted them to know that it was a great book first #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:49:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970514591125504 - #1457 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @cherylrainfield *waving* #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:49:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970531334787072 - #1458 
tweet details

@wclodfelter @Cathy_Blackler Just did an entire unit on Rose that Grew from 
Concrete. My students LOVED it! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:49:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970532223975424 - #1459 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @cppotter Another to add to my list. I own it but it's made it's 
way down the pile. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:49:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970548116201472 - #1460 
tweet details

@mindi_r #titletalk I can't bring my copy of Wonderstruck out of hiding until my 
daughter receives her copy for Christm… (cont) http://t.co/FYot1sHt 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:49:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970551903666177 - #1461 
tweet details

@akgal68 @donalynbooks @wclodfelter You Don't Even Know Me by Sharon 
Flake? #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:49:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970582157172737 - #1462 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @PaulWHankins @CherylRainfield Hi Cheryl! Glad you're here! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:49:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970587836252160 - #1463 
tweet details

@colbysharp 2 more for Cybils then Wonderstruck RT @MrSchuReads: 
@colbysharp Colby, yes!! Move Wonderstruck to the top of your pile. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:49:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970591665668097 - #1464 
tweet details

@katsok @frankisibberson Love a December #bookaday. Might try it. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:49:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970592076705792 - #1465 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @donalynbooks @wclodfelter Nikki Grimes's BRONX 
MASQUERADE. Nice "ladder" with Tupac's work. Do you have the CD for "Rose?" 
#TitleTalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:49:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970596069687296 - #1466 
tweet details
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@DavidAEtkin RT @KevinTCraig: I'm a guy reader AND I write for guys. ;-) RT 
@PaulWHankins @RdngTeach I'M A GUY READER!!! Who's with me? #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:49:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970594173861888 - #1467 
tweet details

@nataleestotz @colbysharp Wonderstruck is beautiful! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:49:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970597411848192 - #1468 
tweet details

@BookGirlStacey In high school I wanted to be a popular kid. Now I just want to be 
a member of the #nerdybookclub #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:49:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970606651912192 - #1469 
tweet details

@brennagb @jellyrace @hale27storm @writer Just checked out Trash from library. 
Am excited to get started! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:49:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970622913224704 - #1470 
tweet details

@litnlearn @akgal68 $1500 for GN? Way to go! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:49:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970627006857218 - #1471 
tweet details

@Jennasthings @StephanieSapp2 Me too! I love Okay For Now. I hope that it gets 
some more attention! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:49:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970633378013184 - #1472 
tweet details

@JenniferBarnett Great to hear. Was thinking of doing that! RT @nataleestotz: I'm 
reading Okay for Now to my 9th graders. They love it! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:49:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970650130071552 - #1473 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @MrSchuReads: @colbysharp Colby, yes!! Move Wonderstruck to 
the top of your pile. #titletalk <= yes you must 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:50:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970673840459776 - #1474 
tweet details

@pageintraining Wondestruck at my public library system - 49 copies, 125 holds 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:50:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970674868072453 - #1475 
tweet details

@CherylRainfield @PaulWHankins Thank you so much, Paul! (smiling at you) I 
hope HUNTED will be, too. I make analogies to cults & oppression #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:50:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970683189571584 - #1476 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @wclodfelter Doing it right now-got a class set- #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:50:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970695680204800 - #1477 
tweet details

@wclodfelter @thereadingzone Just bought the 50 Cent book tonight. It's next on 
my "to read" list. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:50:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970697831886848 - #1478 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads @katsok I'll never forget where I was when I read Wonderstruck. I 
sent @Alybee930 text messages with my reactions. Stunning! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:50:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970711228489728 - #1479 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog Just curious: do any other teachers out there find it difficult to 
set aside time for reading during the work week? #titletalk 
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Mon Nov 28 01:50:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970761530785792 - #1480 
tweet details

@jmalphy Wonderstruck is never in for me to read! #goodproblemtohave #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:50:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970780673585152 - #1481 
tweet details

@kmcilhagga Loved Wonderstruck largely because of the way that Selznick tells 
the stories. Amazing. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:50:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970790630866944 - #1482 
tweet details

@Havalah RT @Komos72: Twitter helps me stay true to my beliefs... especially 
when others at my school don't agree with me! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:50:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970796041502720 - #1483 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana RT @BookGirlStacey: In high school I wanted to be a popular kid. 
Now I just want to be a member of the #nerdybookclub #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:50:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970795311710208 - #1484 
tweet details

@CherylRainfield @karenterlecky Thanks, Karen (smiling at you) #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:50:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970799178858497 - #1485 
tweet details

@CBethM @nataleestotz I haven't read Chaos Walking series yet. Have the first 
one out of the library now tho. #tryingtocorrectthat #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:50:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970808209195008 - #1486 
tweet details

@frankisibberson Prioritizing a TBR stack could be a game/reality show. We can 
work on someone's book stack and prioritize it. Timed of course. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:50:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970816585207808 - #1487 
tweet details

@ontheshelf4kids @donalynbooks totally in! Just wish my break started on 12/17 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:50:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970828681576449 - #1488 
tweet details

@dlmackinney @ShawnMcCusker @akgal68 Influencing Machine is fabulous. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:50:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970845672718336 - #1489 
tweet details

@FoodieBooklvr Me too! Can't believe I haven't read it yet! What's wrong with me? 
RT @colbysharp I really need to read Wonderstruck. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:50:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970858238844928 - #1490 
tweet details

@Jeremybballer @DavidAEtkin I with you my friend! #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:50:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970877817864193 - #1491 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @carwilc Oh good:-) Baking is way fun. I would highly advise no 
audiobooks while baking...#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:50:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970902987866113 - #1492 
tweet details

@alybee930 @MrSchuReads @katsok I was so excited to get my hands on an 
ARC of Wonderstruck. Loved it. #titletalk 
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Mon Nov 28 01:51:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970919588933632 - #1493 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads RT @frankisibberson: Prioritizing a TBR stack could be a 
game/reality show. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:51:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970935007182848 - #1494 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @PaulWHankins I do not have the CD for rose... #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:51:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970952556158977 - #1495 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @litnlearn:I wonder how many copies of I Want My Hat Back 
were purchased thanks to Twitter... #hatback #teambear @candlewick #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:51:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970957379616768 - #1496 
tweet details

@CherylRainfield @cathy_blackler Thanks, Cathy! :) Waving back at you #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:51:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970965327822848 - #1497 
tweet details

@colbysharp @PolkaDotOwlBlog I get up at 4 and try and get an hour in before life 
begins. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:51:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970967244611584 - #1498 
tweet details

@kmcilhagga Great picture book = Grandpa Green by Lane Smith #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:51:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970969643753473 - #1499 
tweet details

@thereadingzone @frankisibberson How do I sign up for this reality show? ;) 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:51:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970966141501441 - #1500 
tweet details

@thereadingzone @frankisibberson How do I sign up for this reality show? ;) 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:51:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970966141501441 - #1501 
tweet details

@malmartintx @PolkaDotOwlBlog don't care how busy I am I make time to read 
everyday! But I Don't have a family to take care of. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:51:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970977130577920 - #1502 
tweet details

@writer I'm starting OKAY FOR NOW tomorrow. It's been sitting on my desk for 
weeks. Y'all convinced me. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:51:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970989587677186 - #1503 
tweet details

@nataleestotz @JenniferBarnett at first I was a little worried that it might be too 
young, but they don't mind that at all. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:51:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970991840002048 - #1504 
tweet details

@CBethM @frankisibberson Maybe we could blog about how it changes. What the 
plan for the month is and how it changes over time. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:51:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140970997997244416 - #1505 
tweet details

@Jennasthings I'm new to #titletalk but thought it may be worth mentioning "Peter 
Nimble and his Fantastic Eyes" It is absolutely one of my favs this year 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:51:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971002246082560 - #1506 
tweet details
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@ReginaReadsNY RT @jmalphy: Just wish Twitter wasn't filtered at school where I 
could really use it! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:51:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971007463800833 - #1507 
tweet details

@ReginaReadsNY RT @jmalphy: Just wish Twitter wasn't filtered at school where I 
could really use it! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:51:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971007463800833 - #1508 
tweet details

@colbysharp You could be the host! RT @MrSchuReads: RT @frankisibberson: 
Prioritizing a TBR stack could be a game/reality show. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:51:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971032919031810 - #1509 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog @dlmackinney @mslcblevins I have not...what is it about? 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:51:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971039780909056 - #1510 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @writer LOVE Okay for Now! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:51:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971049964683264 - #1511 
tweet details

@Ann11reader3 YES! I try to read before I go to bed but if I read in bed I fall 
asleep......Loved our break because I could read 4 books..... #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:51:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971050635767808 - #1512 
tweet details

@katsok @MrSchuReads Going to need to beg the students to let me have it for a 
night. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:51:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971073360494592 - #1513 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @writer I loved Okay for Now! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:51:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971079651954688 - #1514 
tweet details

@pageintraining @PolkaDotOwlBlog Sometimes I do when I get caught up in 
looking for ideas and other things. Getting better about it! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:51:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971088833290240 - #1515 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @BookGirlStacey: In H.S. I wanted to be a popular kid. Now I just 
want to be a member of the #nerdybookclub #titletalk <=new cool group 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:51:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971098035585025 - #1516 
tweet details

@Anastasiawords @PolkaDotOwlBlog yes! I find that I'm too exhausted at times! :
( #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:51:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971100933865472 - #1517 
tweet details

@ReadingThruNite How do I access the archives for #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:51:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971114569543681 - #1518 
tweet details

@katsok @Jennasthings Loved Peter Nimble! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:51:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971129304137728 - #1519 
tweet details
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@mposten Did anyone else love With a Name Like Love? #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:51:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971130696630273 - #1520 
tweet details

@jennann516 Me too!! RT @BookGirlStacey: In high school I wanted to be a 
popular kid. Now I just want to be a member of the #nerdybookclub #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:51:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971147108954112 - #1521 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog @colbysharp That, sir, is impressive. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:51:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971154067308544 - #1522 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana RT @Jennasthings: I'm new to #titletalk but thought it may be 
worth mentioning "Peter Nimble and his Fantastic Eyes" It is absolutely on ... 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:52:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971172778094592 - #1523 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads @frankisibberson I love Okay for Now, too! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:52:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971185713315840 - #1524 
tweet details

@Jreaderwriter Would Wonderstruck be a good read aloud for 3rd graders? 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:52:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971191665037312 - #1525 
tweet details

@colbysharp @writer You will love it! Have you read Wednesday Wars? Awesome 
companion book. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:52:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971191639875584 - #1526 
tweet details

@mercolleen @frankisibberson Just checked, and Dead End in Norvelt is listed as 
age 10 and up. I would agree that it qualifies as MG #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:52:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971197658710016 - #1527 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @Jennasthings: Thought it worth mentioning "Peter Nimble and his 
Fantastic Eyes" It is absolutely one of my favs this year. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:52:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971200657629184 - #1528 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @colbysharp @MrSchuReads Good idea because I'm certainly 
not going to play-I can't prioritize my own stack, let alone others' #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:52:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971209998352384 - #1529 
tweet details

@ohionicole RT @Komos72: Twitter helps me stay true to my beliefs... especially 
when others at my school dont agree with me! #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:52:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971214297509890 - #1530 
tweet details

@JenniferBarnett @nataleestotz Excellent. Thanks so much for the suggestion! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:52:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971218110136322 - #1531 
tweet details

@anythingbooks @kmcilhagga i loved Grandpa Green when I read the arc thought 
caldecott #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:52:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971224963616768 - #1532 
tweet details

@Jeremybballer Can SN increase our students interests as well as ours? #Titletalk 
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Mon Nov 28 01:52:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971230219079680 - #1533 
tweet details

@mindi_r @ReadingThruNite #titletalk Donalyn will post a link after she runs the 
archive. Last month it was 200 pages! 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:52:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971233582919680 - #1534 
tweet details

@RdngTeach RT @Jreaderwriter: Would Wonderstruck be a good read aloud for 
3rd graders? #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:52:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971234648264704 - #1535 
tweet details

@ShawnMcCusker @dlmackinney I can't wait to use parts of it my soc Stud 
classes. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:52:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971259268829184 - #1536 
tweet details

@jmalphy I'm reading James and the Giant Peach for the first time with 4th graders. 
I love it! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:52:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971266051022848 - #1537 
tweet details

@RdngTeach Yes!!! RT @Jeremybballer: Can SN increase our students interests 
as well as ours? #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:52:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971277493084160 - #1538 
tweet details

@lkstrohecker @writer Oh, it's so, so good. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:52:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971282396221440 - #1539 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @katsok: @Jennasthings Loved Peter Nimble! @Amuletbooks 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:52:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971283893600256 - #1540 
tweet details

@CherylRainfield the illustrations in WonderStruck were amazing. 2 separate story 
threads, 1 text, 1 pic. Wow #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:52:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971292017950720 - #1541 
tweet details

@alybee930 @PolkaDotOwlBlog I find that audiobooks & sneaking in time to read 
rather than TV helps me get more read #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:52:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971303220944896 - #1542 
tweet details

@shighley I read Mrs.Frankweiler (heard Selznick inspired by it) immed. before 
Wonderstruck, and then didn't feel it was that original. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:52:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971305477484544 - #1543 
tweet details

@jennann516 @PolkaDotOwlBlog I read while my students are reading. First 10 
min of each period (secondary). #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:52:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971312544882688 - #1544 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler My students keep telling me they are signing me up for "strange 
addictions" reality show-book addiction is strange to them? #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:52:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971315115999232 - #1545 
tweet details

@liteverywhere @ReadingThruNite Was just wondering that same thing! Archives? 
#titletalk 
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Mon Nov 28 01:52:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971323705933825 - #1546 
tweet details

@katsok @writer Enjoy, I adored Okay For Now. PS- I started a new writing journal 
after seeing yours at #ncte. :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:52:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971336569856000 - #1547 
tweet details

@CherylRainfield RT @ohionicole: RT @Komos72: Twitter helps me stay true to 
my beliefs... especially when others at my school dont agree with me! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:52:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971351740653568 - #1548 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read @Jennasthings yes! Peter Nimble is excellent! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:52:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971354332725249 - #1549 
tweet details

@gaskell79 I'm reading Wonderstruck with my 3rd graders #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:52:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971352994754561 - #1550 
tweet details

@mposten @Jennasthings I love Peter Nimble! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:52:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971360070541313 - #1551 
tweet details

@thereadingzone Oh! And during the school week, join me in tweeting 
#booksaroundtheroom- share the books yr students are carrying around w/ them 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:52:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971362058633216 - #1552 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @Cathy_Blackler Music inspired by THE ROSE THAT GREW 
FROM CONCRETE. Pair up this with @JaimeAdoff titles. @AlanSitomer. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:52:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971380299673601 - #1553 
tweet details

@carwilc @frankisibberson @writer I pretty much love ANYTHING he writes! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:52:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971383579619328 - #1554 
tweet details

@librarybrods Ha yes! With Jeopardy music playing.RT @mrschureads: RT 
@frankisibberson: Prioritizing a TBR stack could be a game/reality show. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:52:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971383663501312 - #1555 
tweet details

@writer LOVE @RdngTeach & @frankisibberson so I must love the book! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:52:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971391146131456 - #1556 
tweet details

@GunnLauren Wow titletalk! I have written down 25 book suggestions. Can't wait to 
check these out!!! :) THANKS! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:52:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971396263190528 - #1557 
tweet details

@alybee930 I have discovered some amazing audiobooks thanks to Twitter 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:52:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971416307761152 - #1558 
tweet details

@DavidAEtkin @PaulWHankins @CherylRainfield ***Heyyyyyyyyy.* (waving as if 
to flag down a plane.) I'll check out SCARS--TBR is growing growing #titletalk 
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Mon Nov 28 01:53:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971429733728257 - #1559 
tweet details

@bulldogsread RT @akgal68: My library collection is better because of Twitter. I 
know what is good and what I must buy. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:53:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971454857613313 - #1560 
tweet details

@NikiOhsBarnes Audio books are my savior. I have a commute and I'm a snail of a 
reader. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:53:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971469625769984 - #1561 
tweet details

@Komos72 @CBethM Wish I would've read it before then! Now I'd LOVE to meet 
her! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:53:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971486054854657 - #1562 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @MrSchuReads: @frankisibberson I love Okay for Now, too! 
@hmhbooks #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:53:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971486260367360 - #1563 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog There are so many "old" books I never read as a kid, and so 
many new books now that I want to read...what's a girl to do?!?!? #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:53:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971497215889408 - #1564 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @LouiseBorden @donalynbooks Yes, I love yours. Hmmm. 
Interesting. I love yours. Yours are character based. Many hf are not. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:53:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971510973202434 - #1565 
tweet details

@CherylRainfield RT @frankisibberson:Prioritizing TBR stack could be a 
game/reality show. We can work on someones book stack,prioritize it. Timed 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:53:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971530975842304 - #1566 
tweet details

@ShawnMcCusker @AndersonGL I think that is such a plus. less institutional 
inertia on twitter. #hugeplus #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:53:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971537321832448 - #1567 
tweet details

@colbysharp YES! RT @alybee930: I have discovered some amazing audiobooks 
thanks to Twitter #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:53:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971545769156608 - #1568 
tweet details

@gaskell79 Peter Nimble reminded me of Princess Bride. Loved it.kids are passing 
it around the class #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:53:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971596079841280 - #1569 
tweet details

@BrightTeacher RT @thereadingzone: Join me in tweeting #booksaroundtheroom- 
share the books yr students are carrying around w/ them #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:53:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971599422689282 - #1570 
tweet details

@carwilc I just read BREADCRUMBS. Want to reread it over Christmas Break. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:53:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971600349638656 - #1571 
tweet details
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@PhilBildner Twitter Helps Me Prepare for School Visits. I Find So Many Rich Entry 
Points. Helps me Talk Books, Reading and Literacy to Kids #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:53:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971602283200512 - #1572 
tweet details

@malmartintx wish the publi library was open RIGHT NOW! don't know they i need 
to check out an armload of new titles?!? #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:53:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971605533786112 - #1573 
tweet details

@CBethM @jennann516 You'll love Divergent. Me? I'm twitching to get to read 
Insurgent. #longwait #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:53:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971606527836161 - #1574 
tweet details

@jmalphy I have started a NOOK collection at school, too, due to Twitter! Lots of 
help getting started here! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:53:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971607341543424 - #1575 
tweet details

@kmcilhagga How are people reading aloud Hugo Cabret & Wonderstruck with all 
of the illustrations? #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:53:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971646004637698 - #1576 
tweet details

@colbysharp @PolkaDotOwlBlog Read. That's all that matters. Just keep reading. 
Just keep reading. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:53:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971655211139072 - #1577 
tweet details

@jennann516 @PolkaDotOwlBlog I always keep a book with me so that when free 
time pops up (baseball prac, dance class, etc.) I'm prepared! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:53:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971669228486657 - #1578 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @frankisibberson: PrioritizingTBR stack could be a 
game/reality show. We work on someones book stack & prioritize it. Timed.. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:54:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971675293458432 - #1579 
tweet details

@CherylRainfield @DavidAEtkin Very glad you'll check out Scars! It seems to 
really reach teens (reader letters every week). I'm grateful! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:54:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971685531762688 - #1580 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana RT @ShawnMcCusker: @AndersonGL I think that is such a plus. 
less institutional inertia on twitter. #hugeplus #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:54:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971694016823297 - #1581 
tweet details

@JenniferBarnett @GunnLauren Would LOVE for you to post the 25 books you've 
written down! I'd love to "steal" your list! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:54:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971703529508864 - #1582 
tweet details

@thereadingzone @writer OKAY FOR NOW is stunning. Loved it. Hoping it doesn't 
slip through the cracks because it straddles MG/YA #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:54:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971706880770048 - #1583 
tweet details

@RdngTeach @DavidAEtkin Scars is an amazing book. Really resonates with kids. 
@CherylRainfield @PaulWHankins #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:54:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971705316294657 - #1584 
tweet details
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@cb6luvs2read Yes! Me too! RT @alybee930: I have discovered some amazing 
audiobooks thanks to Twitter #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:54:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971714153676800 - #1585 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @thereadingzone Love this idea - #booksaroundtheroom - not sure 
how I missed it before. Will try to participate. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:54:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971723607642112 - #1586 
tweet details

@malmartintx @colbysharp what are yout fave audiobooks? i have never tried any 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:54:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971730637307904 - #1587 
tweet details

@wclodfelter @Cathy_Blackler I don't usually like teacher's guides, but Prestwick 
House has a really good one for it #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:54:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971743597699072 - #1588 
tweet details

@katsok @colbysharp @alybee930 Need to start listening to audiobooks. 
@ProfessorNana talked about them at #NCTE also. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:54:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971754322526208 - #1589 
tweet details

@hale27storm @alybee930 @kelleemoye recommended the book thief on audio 
b/c I can't get through it #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:54:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971756713287680 - #1590 
tweet details

@colbysharp @kmcilhagga I think they use document cameras. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:54:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971761721286656 - #1591 
tweet details

@mindi_r RT @CBethM: @jennann516 You'll love Divergent. Me? I'm twitching to 
get to read Insurgent. #longwait #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:54:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971769233281025 - #1592 
tweet details

@thereadingzone @kmcilhagga Document camera! :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:54:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971788342534146 - #1593 
tweet details

@outtoread Keeps me up to date with all formats! “@alybee930: I have discovered 
some amazing audiobooks thanks to Twitter #titletalk” 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:54:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971800300486656 - #1594 
tweet details

@liteverywhere @CBethM @jennann516 Me too! Can't wait to read Insurgent! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:54:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971802909360128 - #1595 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @ProfessorNana: RT @ShawnMcCusker: @AndersonGL I 
think that is such a plus. less institutional inertia on twitter. #hugeplus #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:54:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971808454230016 - #1596 
tweet details

@dlmackinney RT @CBethM: @jennann516 Youll love Divergent. Me? Im 
twitching to get to read Insurgent. Yes, yes, yes!!#longwait #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:54:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971806550016000 - #1597 
tweet details
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@StephanieSapp2 Jefferson's Sons and Everbody Sees Ants on TRL thanks to 
@donalynbooks #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:54:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971816930918400 - #1598 
tweet details

@mercolleen @shighley Thank you for reminding me that I need to push E.L. 
Konigsburg to my students! LOVED Mixed Up Files. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:54:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971818885464064 - #1599 
tweet details

@BookJeannie @anitasilvey & http://t.co/w74YM35d Most of these ideas first came 
by way of @MrSchuReads. Huge thanks to John!!! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:54:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971833443885056 - #1600 
tweet details

@jellyrace @carwilc thinking of using breadcrumbs as our read-aloud after winter 
break #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:54:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971836342153216 - #1601 
tweet details

@BookGirlStacey Because of twitter, I plan to attend #ncte12 and meet everyone I 
follow! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:54:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971842373566464 - #1602 
tweet details

@Jeremybballer RT @colbysharp: @PolkaDotOwlBlog Read. Thats all that 
matters. Just keep reading. Just keep reading. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:54:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971842461642753 - #1603 
tweet details

@ProfBuehler Looking forward to pulling Jacqueline Woodson's BENEATH A 
METH MOON from ALAN box #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:54:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971854130188288 - #1604 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog @jennann516 That's a good idea. @donalynbooks suggested 
that to me in an email and I try to do that and confer if time allows. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:54:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971854604140545 - #1605 
tweet details

@frankisibberson I need to start audiobooks. I am not a very focused listener for 
long periods of time. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:54:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971862690766849 - #1606 
tweet details

@Komos72 If you haven't read pb Fairly Fairy Tales, it's a fun read! My first graders 
loved it, too. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:54:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971867690373120 - #1607 
tweet details

@mrs_hembree #titletalk I loved Bystander this year too 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:54:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971874766172160 - #1608 
tweet details

@gaskell79 Read Wonderstruck under the doc camera and discuss as you go. Kids 
love it! #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:54:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971877538598913 - #1609 
tweet details

@CathyMere @thereadingzone #booksaroundtheroom is a great idea! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:54:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971884777975809 - #1610 
tweet details
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@ReadSoMuch Thanks for a great chat all! Time to read next to my middle-
schooler - I get Wimpy Kid Cabin Fever as soon as she's finished! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:54:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971894286462977 - #1611 
tweet details

@DavidAEtkin @anythingbooks @kmcilhagga GRANDPA GREEN is tomorrow's 
read aloud--using doc cam #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:54:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971898665320448 - #1612 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @thereadingzone: @writer OKAY FOR NOW is stunning. Loved it. 
Hoping it doesnt slip through the cracks since it straddles MG/YA #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:54:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971900850548736 - #1613 
tweet details

@frankisibberson RT @Komos72: If you haven't read pb Fairly Fairy Tales, it's a 
fun read! My first graders loved it, too. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:54:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971902897364993 - #1614 
tweet details

@mposten “@carwilc: I just read BREADCRUMBS. Want to reread it over 
Christmas Break. #titletalk” ME TOO. 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:54:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971907557232640 - #1615 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads @ProfessorNana provides wonderful audio book suggestions on 
her blog: http://t.co/FVMJCCi1 #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:54:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971908060557312 - #1616 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins I have to mention--real quick--a book coming out in February. I'll 
mention it again. WONDER by R. J. Palacio. OMG Powerful read. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:54:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971911764115459 - #1617 
tweet details

@donalynbooks @malmartintx The Book Thief is great on audio! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:54:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971916243640321 - #1618 
tweet details

@frankisibberson RT @mrs_hembree: #titletalk I loved Bystander this year too 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:54:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971917946535936 - #1619 
tweet details

@colbysharp @malmartintx Our Only May Amelia and Bud Not Buddy. Both great 
audiobooks. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:55:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971923126501376 - #1620 
tweet details

@RdngTeach RT @gaskell79: Read Wonderstruck under the doc camera and 
discuss as you go. Kids love it! #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:55:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971950884392961 - #1621 
tweet details

@dlmackinney Loved Ruby Red - SO sad such a long wait for Sapphire Blue:
( #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:55:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971950360109056 - #1622 
tweet details

@MsHoughton @BookGirlStacey Same! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:55:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971952461455361 - #1623 
tweet details
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@CherylRainfield @rdngteach @DavidAEtkin @PaulWHankins Oh, thank you! 
(beaming) So glad to hear that! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:55:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971952704724993 - #1624 
tweet details

@love2teachintx PicBooks on my pile: Follow Me, Frangoline, Giant Steps to 
Change the World, Mitchell’s license #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:55:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971960774561792 - #1625 
tweet details

@writer BREADCRUMBS has some of the most stunningly beautiful scenes in it... I 
wish I'd written it. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:55:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971969918140417 - #1626 
tweet details

@carwilc @LouiseBorden @mercolleen I am so glad someone else forgets the 
hashtag! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:55:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971974812893185 - #1627 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @MrSchuReads: @ProfessorNana provides wonderful audio 
book suggestions on her blog: http://t.co/vv0c8R6h #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:55:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971983121813505 - #1628 
tweet details

@katsprad @donalynbooks Twitter is new artists' community, but better than 
Montmartre cafe (and no absinthe) b/c audience is part of convo #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:55:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971990080172032 - #1629 
tweet details

@librarybrods With an ELMO camera. RT @kmcilhagga: How are people reading 
aloud Hugo Cabret & Wonderstruck with all of the illustrations? #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:55:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971991325872130 - #1630 
tweet details

@cppotter @kmcilhagga Have students gather around the teacher during read 
aloud or use a document camera to project the illustrations. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:55:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140971992504479746 - #1631 
tweet details

@NikiOhsBarnes So how does #bookaday work? Do you just post on the books 
you have read everyday? #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:55:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972011865387009 - #1632 
tweet details

@ReadingThruNite @mindi_r Amazing! Thanks #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:55:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972017238286337 - #1633 
tweet details

@frankisibberson RT @donalynbooks: RT @MrSchuReads: @ProfessorNana 
provides wonderful audio book suggestions on her blog: http://t.co/vv0c8R6h 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:55:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972022078517248 - #1634 
tweet details

@pageintraining For some great middle grade and young adult audio books, check 
out http://t.co/5oBjEoZZ #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:55:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972042131484672 - #1635 
tweet details

@FoodieBooklvr RT @gaskell79: Read Wonderstruck under the doc camera and 
discuss as you go. Kids love it! #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:55:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972074645725184 - #1636 
tweet details
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@ProfessorNana RT @BookGirlStacey: Because of twitter, I plan to attend #ncte12 
and meet everyone I follow! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:55:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972086930833408 - #1637 
tweet details

@katsok @frankisibberson I'm not either and my daily commute is 5 minutes. But 
driving to grad school is 30 mins each way #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:55:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972094598029312 - #1638 
tweet details

@colbysharp @donalynbooks I just listened to The Book Thief. It was amazing. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:55:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972099601838080 - #1639 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads I listen to audio books during my commute, but I have to rewind A 
LOT. I'm usually going through the day's lesson plans. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:55:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972104182009856 - #1640 
tweet details

@jennann516 @thereadingzone Love this hashtage! #titletalk 
#booksaroundtheroom 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:55:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972114533552129 - #1641 
tweet details

@brennagb have added Wonderstruck, Okay for Now, Ashes, Divergent, and 
Chaos Walking #1 to my TBR list. Thanks, #titletalk. Thanks, SN. 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:55:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972117805105154 - #1642 
tweet details

@akgal68 I love listening to audiobooks on roadtrips with @MrSchuReads . Love 
Ruby Lavender is one of my favorite memories. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:55:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972128945184769 - #1643 
tweet details

@jellyrace @gaskell79 Love the doc camera. don't know what I would do without it. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:55:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972136159391744 - #1644 
tweet details

@thereadingzone @writer I just chose BREADCRUMBS as one of the books for 
my bookworm summer camp this summer. Can't wait to share it! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:55:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972136704651265 - #1645 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Five minutes left! What are you reading right now? 
#titlethrowdown #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:55:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972137363148803 - #1646 
tweet details

@ReadingThruNite @liteverywhere I know I can't keep up! And I want to make a 
list. :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:55:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972144896122880 - #1647 
tweet details

@mslcblevins @malmartintx The Audio Book version of The Book Thief changed 
my life. Absolutely AMAZING #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:55:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972154543022081 - #1648 
tweet details

@KevinTCraig SCARS-brilliant voice 4 kids who need 2 hear-hope those who need 
hear it RT @PaulWHankins @CherylRainfield SCARS transformative #TitleTalk 
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Mon Nov 28 01:55:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972172922454016 - #1649 
tweet details

@MsHoughton @donalynbooks @frankisibberson This would be amazing. 
PrioritizingTBR stack could be a game/reality show. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:56:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972214764838912 - #1650 
tweet details

@kmcilhagga RT @thereadingzone: @kmcilhagga "Document camera!" Do you 
talk when showing illustrations or let the kids "read" them silently? #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:56:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972211711393792 - #1651 
tweet details

@kmcilhagga RT @thereadingzone: @kmcilhagga "Document camera!" Do you 
talk when showing illustrations or let the kids "read" them silently? #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:56:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972211711393792 - #1652 
tweet details

@katsok @alybee930 Please do! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:56:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972217788928000 - #1653 
tweet details

@BookGirlStacey People think how much I read is crazy. Twitter makes me feel 
like an under-achiever! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:56:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972222511714305 - #1654 
tweet details

@writer RT @colbysharp: @donalynbooks I just listened to The Book Thief. It was 
amazing. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:56:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972223887454209 - #1655 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog Gr8 idea! RT @FoodieBooklvr: RT @gaskell79: Read 
Wonderstruck under the doc camera and discuss as you go. Kids love it! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:56:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972229012881410 - #1656 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 I agree - The Book Thief is great on audio also I am loving Will 
Grayson, Will Grayson #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:56:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972233047814144 - #1657 
tweet details

@jennann516 @thereadingzone I keep planning to use a small dry erase with 
#fridayreads written on it so kids can take pic with their book. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:56:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972236508106752 - #1658 
tweet details

@kelleemoye @hale27storm @alybee930 It is one of the best audiobooks I've 
listened to. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:56:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972237636382720 - #1659 
tweet details

@malmartintx dear principal, i won't be in tomorrow. i will be at home reading if you 
need me! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:56:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972239691587586 - #1660 
tweet details

@librarybrods Love when I see my student's "to-read" shelves on Goodreads 
growing with books I've added! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:56:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972247077761024 - #1661 
tweet details

@liteverywhere @frankisibberson I listen to audio books to and from the drive to 
school. The kids think I read constantly! #titletalk 
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Mon Nov 28 01:56:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972256640774144 - #1662 
tweet details

@mindi_r #titletalk #titlethrowdown If I Could Fly by Judith Ortiz Cofer. Finished The 
Girl Is Murder earlier today. 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:56:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972262407938049 - #1663 
tweet details

@pageintraining I'm reading Westerfeld's Goliath right now #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:56:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972275754217473 - #1664 
tweet details

@CherylRainfield I'm reading Flying Blind by Deborah Cook right now.... #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:56:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972280917405697 - #1665 
tweet details

@jmalphy RT @malmartintx: dear principal, i won't be in tomorrow. i will be at home 
reading if you need me! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:56:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972279671693312 - #1666 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins "I won't describe what I look like. Whatever you're thinking, it's 
probably worse." August (Auggie) Pullman from WONDER (2/12). #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:56:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972292070064128 - #1667 
tweet details

@Jeremybballer @pageintraining Thanks for the link. I teach 7th and 8th grade. 
#Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:56:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972308473982976 - #1668 
tweet details

@Ann11reader3 Haven't read Hugo or Wonderstruck as read aloud. use Elmo 
document camera so that kids could see the illustrations. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:56:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972314215989248 - #1669 
tweet details

@colbysharp I am reading Word in the Dust. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:56:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972322331967488 - #1670 
tweet details

@GunnLauren @JenniferBarnett *Ghetto Cowboy The Aviary Over and Under the 
Snow Heart and Soul #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:56:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972329793634304 - #1671 
tweet details

@jennann516 Reading PETER AND MAX novel from author of FABLES graphic 
novels. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:56:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972334369611776 - #1672 
tweet details

@karenterlecky @gaskell79 I collected 12 copies from public library; will pair 
students up and also share on doc camera. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:56:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972342305226752 - #1673 
tweet details

@jellyrace @donalynbooks Bigger Than A Breadbox #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:56:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972342061961216 - #1674 
tweet details

@ReadSoMuch RT @colbysharp: @PolkaDotOwlBlog Read. That's all that matters. 
Just keep reading. Just keep reading. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:56:41 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972346675699713 - #1675 
tweet details
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@frankisibberson @LouiseBorden Much of the HF I read is about the history/time 
period/event. Yours are always character. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:56:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972350102454272 - #1676 
tweet details

@carwilc @lorilovesbooks I think so too. Pretty deep! Trying to decide if I could use 
it as read aloud,or just give it to certain kids. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:56:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972366326022145 - #1677 
tweet details

@MsHoughton @kmcilhagga I just pull my kids in close at our carpet and show pics 
slowly. Document camera feels less personal to me. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:56:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972369727594497 - #1678 
tweet details

@jmalphy Just finished Chasing Brooklyn by Lisa Schroeder this afternoon. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:56:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972371103326208 - #1679 
tweet details

@wclodfelter @jennann516 it's so good! I can't wait for the next one! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:56:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972371636002816 - #1680 
tweet details

@cppotter Wonkenstein: The Creature from My Closet #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:56:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972372265148416 - #1681 
tweet details

@pageintraining I'm also reading a new book called Storm Makers #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:56:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972377361231872 - #1682 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins HUNTED by @CherylRainfield #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:56:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972378040713216 - #1683 
tweet details

@GunnLauren @JenniferBarnett The Dragons Tooth Sparrow Road and Secrets 
*Hound dog True The Trouble with Amelia Bigger than a Breadbox #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:56:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972376182632448 - #1684 
tweet details

@JenniferBarnett @GunnLauren You are my hero! Thanks SO much! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:56:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972380213346304 - #1685 
tweet details

@BrightTeacher @donalynbooks Reading Catching Fire. I'll need to get my hands 
on Mockingjay tomorrow! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:56:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972390254526464 - #1686 
tweet details

@sylviaduckworth RT @MrSchuReads: Thanks to Twitter, I take more risks and 
think outside of the box. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:56:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972391038857216 - #1687 
tweet details

@love2teachintx More Pic Books on pile: The Invisible Man Honeybee Man Around 
the World in Eighty Legs #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:56:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972399125463040 - #1688 
tweet details
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@greshambrown @donalynbooks All Frankie Pickle books! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:56:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972411582554112 - #1689 
tweet details

@akgal68 I'm reading Dead End in Norvelt but will pause it when I get The 
Friendship Doll. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:56:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972413746823168 - #1690 
tweet details

@CherylRainfield @kevintcraig oh, thank you, Kevin! (hugging you) #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:56:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972414245945344 - #1691 
tweet details

@dlmackinney Now reading THE GIRL OF FIRE AND THORNS #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:56:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972422034763776 - #1692 
tweet details

@katsok Reading Friendship Dolls (amazing) and See You at Harry's (amazing). 
Just finished Hound Dog True (must read for MG!) #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:57:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972428686925825 - #1693 
tweet details

@LouiseBorden RT @alybee930: I am so behind tonight...wow! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:57:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972431610355712 - #1694 
tweet details

@thereadingzone I am reading BOY21 by @matthewquick21. Just finished 
EVERYBODY SEES ANTS by @AS_King. Also lots of Cybils reading. LOTS. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:57:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972436710633473 - #1695 
tweet details

@BookGirlStacey I no longer tolerate mediocre books when I know there are so 
many fabulous ones waking to be read. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:57:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972437876637697 - #1696 
tweet details

@FoodieBooklvr @donalynbooks I'm reading Spaceheads by Jon Sciezcka and 
listening to Liesl & Po by Lauren Oliver #titletalk #titlethrowdown 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:57:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972439038472193 - #1697 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads @donalynbooks I'm reading Jefferson's Sons by Kimberely 
Brubaker Bradley and The Mostly True Story of Jack by @Kellybarnhill #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:57:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972439470477312 - #1698 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler Born Wicked, Pure, Notes From The Dog, - three books at once 
is enough! #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:57:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972445531246592 - #1699 
tweet details

@CBethM @frankisibberson Audiobooks can be like magic time machines. Nothing 
like listening to a good story. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:57:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972446747594753 - #1700 
tweet details

@malmartintx reading The Soldier's Wife right now- adult historical fiction #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:57:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972460798513152 - #1701 
tweet details

@gaskell79 @jellyrace Still am looking at more ways to use the doc cam...want my 
kids to do more Sharing too. Love it. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:57:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972465391284224 - #1702 
tweet details
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@NikiOhsBarnes @MrSchuReads Same here on listening over again. My mind 
wanders. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:57:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972470730629120 - #1703 
tweet details

@Jeremybballer Listening to The Help. Reading The Missing: Found. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:57:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972472383176704 - #1704 
tweet details

@nataleestotz Hound Dog True and Sing You Home #titletalk #titlethrowndown 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:57:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972477336657920 - #1705 
tweet details

@CherylRainfield RT @ReadSoMuch: RT @colbysharp: @PolkaDotOwlBlog 
Read. Thats all that matters. Just keep reading. Just keep reading. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:57:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972482000719872 - #1706 
tweet details

@StephanieSapp2 @frankisibberson try Knife of Never Letting Go (Chaos Walking 
#1) on audio. I actually wanted to drive to work on Monday morning #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:57:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972490766815232 - #1707 
tweet details

@libraryreeder RT @librarybrods: Love when I see my student's "to-read" shelves 
on Goodreads growing with books I've added! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:57:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972514426888192 - #1708 
tweet details

@katsok RT @malmartintx: dear principal, i won't be in tomorrow. i will be at home 
reading if you need me! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:57:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972520105967616 - #1709 
tweet details

@pageintraining Once this is done, I'm pouncing Over and Under the Snow before 
going back to lesson prep #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:57:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972523952148480 - #1710 
tweet details

@tmck76 @ProfessorNana Me too! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:57:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972536769937409 - #1711 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana RT @malmartintx: dear principal, i won't be in tomorrow. i will be 
at home reading if you need me! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:57:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972537701076992 - #1712 
tweet details

@mposten I am listening to it now. The reader is fabulous. “@colbysharp: 
@donalynbooks I just listened to The Book Thief. It was amazing. #titletalk” 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:57:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972539785641984 - #1713 
tweet details

@Polking Just finished Reality is Broken--nonfiction argument about how we need 
to make reality as engaging as video games. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:57:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972562917232640 - #1714 
tweet details

@thereadingzone And I try to read some adult books- slowly reading King's 
11/22/1963 and I love it. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:57:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972567161880576 - #1715 
tweet details

@MsHoughton @gaskell79 Yessss, we read it last month! #titletalk 
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Mon Nov 28 01:57:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972573625303042 - #1716 
tweet details

@jmalphy Thinking of starting Gabby on the NOOK tonight after #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:57:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972576284475394 - #1717 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog I wish! RT @jmalphy: RT @malmartintx: dear principal, i wont 
be in tomorrow. i will be at home reading if you need me! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:57:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972603123830784 - #1718 
tweet details

@mtechman Dragon's Tooth by Wilson #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:57:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972601899094016 - #1719 
tweet details

@colbysharp I am going to reread Hound Dog True soon. Feels like it needs 
another reading. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:57:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972612380659712 - #1720 
tweet details

@GunnLauren *Words in the Dust I Want my Hat Back *Breadcumbs The Future of 
Us Wonderstruck *Everyone Sees Ants #titletalk @JenniferBarnett 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:57:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972615467675648 - #1721 
tweet details

@librarybrods RT @thereadingzone I keep planning to use a small dry erase with 
#fridayreads written on it so kids can take pic with their book. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:57:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972619049607169 - #1722 
tweet details

@dlmackinney @Jeremybballer THe Help is so fabulous on audio. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:57:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972619510984704 - #1723 
tweet details

@DavidAEtkin @CherylRainfield Appropriate for 6th graders? #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:57:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972619406131200 - #1724 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads I recommend checking @AnitaSilvey's http://t.co/MTuqEhvt once 
per day. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:57:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972630609100800 - #1725 
tweet details

@Jeremybballer @BrightTeacher great series. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:57:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972637374517248 - #1726 
tweet details

@jillfisch Just finished Hunger Games - I may the last person to read it but I did like 
it. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:57:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972639933050880 - #1727 
tweet details

@pageintraining Oh, Tim Curry does a great job narrating Garth Nix's Sabriel 
books #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:57:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972645293375488 - #1728 
tweet details

@donalynbooks I'm reading Words in the Dust. Then finishing The Watch That 
Ends the Night. Narrative poetry about the Titanic. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:57:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972646350336000 - #1729 
tweet details
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@ProfBuehler A few other recent recommendations for #titletalk: BRONXWOOD, 
HOW TO SAVE A LIFE, PEARL, ANNEXED 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:57:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972651412860928 - #1730 
tweet details

@alybee930 @malmartintx @colbysharp Anything narratedby Jim Dale or Katherine 
Kellgren to start with. Heart & Soul by Kadir Nelson on audio #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:57:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972658736111618 - #1731 
tweet details

@Ann11reader3 Listening to Room....amazing...... #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:58:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972693062299648 - #1732 
tweet details

@GunnLauren @JenniferBarnett #titletalk Rose that Grew from cConcrete 
*Wonderstruck Trash Peter Nimble and his Fantastic Eyes 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:58:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972701408952321 - #1733 
tweet details

@RdngTeach Okay, I just bought Breadcrumbs. Now stop! I can't buy any more 
books! Have 4 boys to buy Christmas presents for! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:58:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972714306449408 - #1734 
tweet details

@PhilBildner Please Share "Fever 1793" by @halseanderson Laurie Halse 
Anderson. What an Amazing Historical Thriller #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:58:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972728286056448 - #1735 
tweet details

@pageintraining Micheal Buckley's Sisters Grimm series is also well narrated 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:58:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972729359810561 - #1736 
tweet details

@LouiseBorden @writer very cool. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:58:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972730416766976 - #1737 
tweet details

@BookGirlStacey I no longer tolerate mediocre books when I know there are so 
many fabulous books to be read. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:58:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972729867313152 - #1738 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads @ProfessorNana I love when you read with your ears. :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:58:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972731549220864 - #1739 
tweet details

@carwilc Adult reads? I'm reading THE DOVEKEEPERS by Alice Hoffman. Set in 
Israel, kind of like THE RED TENT. Book club! Great, but hard! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:58:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972733197594626 - #1740 
tweet details

@katsok RT @MrSchuReads: I recommend checking @AnitaSilveys 
http://t.co/KmQzsUYi once per day. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:58:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972734795620352 - #1741 
tweet details

@drabernethy @StephanieSapp2 *waves* back. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:58:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972736775323648 - #1742 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins RT @RdngTeach: @DavidAEtkin Scars is an amazing book. 
Really resonates with kids. @CherylRainfield @PaulWHankins #titletalk 
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Mon Nov 28 01:58:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972738016845824 - #1743 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @StephanieSapp2: @frankisibberson try Knife of Never Letting Go 
on audio. I actually wanted to drive to work on Monday morning #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:58:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972752822743040 - #1744 
tweet details

@tmck76 Reading Words in the Dust with my class and Skyping with Trent Reedy 
next week. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:58:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972758237593602 - #1745 
tweet details

@love2teachintx Tomorrow reading to kiddos: The Plot Chickens. Advise on writing 
from a chicken goes down better than by teacher! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:58:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972759902724097 - #1746 
tweet details

@hale27storm I'm #Reading Lola and the Boy Next Door and Chomp #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:58:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972758392782849 - #1747 
tweet details

@RdngTeach RT @katsok: RT @MrSchuReads: I recommend checking 
@AnitaSilveys http://t.co/KmQzsUYi once per day. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:58:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972785198567426 - #1748 
tweet details

@mindi_r #titletalk Current read alouds: The Graveyard Book and The Adoration of 
Jenna Fox. Starting Origami Yoda with my third block on Wednesday. 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:58:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972807654866944 - #1749 
tweet details

@Komos72 I'll be reading my new copy of Over and Under the Snow, purchased at 
#ncte11, based on recs from my Tweeps! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:58:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972823941349376 - #1750 
tweet details

@literacydocent @donalynbooks Currently reading Death Cloud and This Dark 
Endeavor. Close to Famous and The Silver Bowl on deck. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:58:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972827280031744 - #1751 
tweet details

@thereadingzone @kmcilhagga I just show the illustrations. I shared Helen Frost's 
DIAMOND WILLOW using a doc cam and it worked really well. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:58:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972831432388609 - #1752 
tweet details

@CherylRainfield @DavidAEtkin I'm not that far into it yet...but it's probably for a bit 
older #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:58:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972832812318720 - #1753 
tweet details

@litnlearn RT @jmalphy: I'm reading James and the Giant Peach for the first time 
with 4th graders. I love it! #titletalk -- great mentor text too 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:58:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972835429552128 - #1754 
tweet details

@mposten Am reading The One and Only Ivan (HC; 1/12) and Bluefish. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:58:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972838055182336 - #1755 
tweet details

@librarybrods Audio version of Scorpio Races - great so far (even not being a 
horse person!) #titletalk 
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Mon Nov 28 01:58:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972855113433089 - #1756 
tweet details

@hale27storm @alybee930 @kelleemoye Book thief #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:58:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972863594303489 - #1757 
tweet details

@EdisonCharter RT @gstew2: HIGHLY reccommend @Principal_EL "I Choose to 
Stay." Great for educators who wonder if work is worth it! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:58:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972865527885825 - #1758 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @MrSchuReads: @ProfessorNana provides wonderful audio book 
suggestions on her blog: http://t.co/lVXMxONg #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:58:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972868824608769 - #1759 
tweet details

@frankisibberson Need to catch up on Caldecott hopefuls this month. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:58:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972879234875392 - #1760 
tweet details

@Jeremybballer Also readin Conspiracy Theory by Jesse Ventura for curiosity 
sake. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:58:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972892673413120 - #1761 
tweet details

@jellyrace @MsHoughton thought same thing at first about doc camera, but the 
students love the closeups of the illustrations lots to find #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:58:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972903918346240 - #1762 
tweet details

@colbysharp I recommend checking http://t.co/PCaDbt67 every day. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:58:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972916127961089 - #1763 
tweet details

@maleslie11 If you love to read, check out our Internet Bookfair Blogfest! The list 
has 98 authors and their books. #titletalk http://t.co/eOrpIAaK 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:58:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972925728727040 - #1764 
tweet details

@kmcilhagga Up next is Hound Dog True and then The Book Thief #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:59:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972932359913474 - #1765 
tweet details

@shighley Halfway through Dark Eden by Carman. Bought it due to tweeps and 
blogs #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:59:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972932783538176 - #1766 
tweet details

@kyleredford Just started MAZE RUNNER. My students are obsessed with the 
trilogy. I think they are looking for next HUNGER GAMES. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:59:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972940035506176 - #1767 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @donalynbooks: Im reading Words in the Dust. Then finishing The 
Watch That Ends the Night. Narrative poetry about the Titanic. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:59:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972940962443264 - #1768 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @trkravtin I know--I need to read that entire series, right? 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:59:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972939649613825 - #1769 
tweet details
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@donalynbooks . @colbysharp and I have something special planned for the end 
of the year. We will launch a big reveal soon. #nerdybookclub #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:59:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972945580367872 - #1770 
tweet details

@ProfBuehler Current read: THE DROWNED CITIES by Bacigalupi #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:59:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972947841093632 - #1771 
tweet details

@anythingbooks @FoodieBooklvr love the document camera idea for 
Wonderstruck! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:59:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972949808230400 - #1772 
tweet details

@wclodfelter Looks like I'll be starting a new @donorschoose project tomorrow with 
all of these titles from tonight! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:59:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972955759951872 - #1773 
tweet details

@CherylRainfield RT @alybee930: RT @MrSchuReads: @ProfessorNana 
provides wonderful audio book suggestions on her blog: http://t.co/HbAFdOEm 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:59:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972967420116992 - #1774 
tweet details

@sylviaduckworth RT @MrSchuReads: It strange to think of all the people I would 
not know without Twitter. Thank you, Twitter! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:59:12 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972980594409472 - #1775 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads @RdngTeach re: Breadcrumbs. I reread every sentence multiple 
times. Beautiful writing! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:59:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140972992967614464 - #1776 
tweet details

@HSeslteacher RT @thereadingzone I keep planning to use a small dry erase with 
#fridayreads written on it so kids can take pic with their book. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:59:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973010881478656 - #1777 
tweet details

@nataleestotz @PhilBildner Fever 1793 pairs wonderfully with Jim Murray's 
American Plague (non-fiction) #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:59:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973017537851392 - #1778 
tweet details

@kelleemoye Listening to audiobooks on my commute is my little me time each 
day. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:59:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973021417574400 - #1779 
tweet details

@love2teachintx Audiobooks are amazing tools not just for your below level 
readers but for onlevels too! Kids love being read to so so much! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:59:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973028765999104 - #1780 
tweet details

@BookGirlStacey Starting Speak tonight. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:59:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973034705125376 - #1781 
tweet details

@mercolleen Plug for Inside Out and Back Again ... one of my top #mocknewbery 
picks this year. The way a novel in verse SHOULD be done. #titletalk 
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Mon Nov 28 01:59:26 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973040128368641 - #1782 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins @mposten LOVED THE ONE AND ONLY IVAN. Folks are going 
to fall in love with this big lug in January! #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:59:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973045165719552 - #1783 
tweet details

@CBethM @alybee930 I would listen to Jim Dale read the telephone book... 
#amazingvoice #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:59:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973051759173634 - #1784 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 Just finished The Princess Curse by Merrie Haskell. Loved it - great for 
those who like Ella Enchanted. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:59:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973069513662464 - #1785 
tweet details

@pageintraining RT @CBethM: @alybee930 I would listen to Jim Dale read the 
telephone book... #amazingvoice #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:59:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973090397106176 - #1786 
tweet details

@Komos72 @jillfisch Have you read Divergent? Interested to hear your thoughts! :) 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:59:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973094620766209 - #1787 
tweet details

@thereadingzone @donalynbooks @colbysharp OOOOH looking forward to the 
big announcement! :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:59:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973124580683776 - #1788 
tweet details

@hale27storm @thereadingzone This is on my Christmas list. Can't wait to start it 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:59:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973133216743426 - #1789 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @CBethM: @alybee930 I would listen to Jim Dale read the 
telephone book... #amazingvoice #titletalk <= agree 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:59:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973144805617665 - #1790 
tweet details

@DavidAEtkin Read and will share JOE LOUSE by Pena with my students. Great 
structure and illus #titletalk @colbysharp 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:59:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973145485082624 - #1791 
tweet details

@MsHoughton Finishing Unfamiliar Fishes by Sarah Vowell, reading Storm 
Runners (Roland Smith) with my kids. #titlethrowdown #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:59:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973148085559296 - #1792 
tweet details

@katsok @donalynbooks @colbysharp We have to wait???? :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:59:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973154540589056 - #1793 
tweet details

@LouiseBorden @donalynbooks @frankisibberson #titletalk Not all award books 
are loved by kids. Is the HF compelling? convey emotion? So much is boring 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:59:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973155622715393 - #1794 
tweet details

@donalynbooks Our next #titletalk is December 18th. Award winner predictions 
and top books of 2011. I hope you can join us! #titletalk 
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Mon Nov 28 01:59:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973159473086464 - #1795 
tweet details

@FoodieBooklvr @writer I read The Geography of Bliss a few years ago and found 
it quite enlightening #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:59:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973167702310912 - #1796 
tweet details

@jmalphy @BookGirlStacey Speak is a wonderful book! I love @halseanderson's 
books! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 01:59:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973176237735936 - #1797 
tweet details

@HSeslteacher @ProfBuehler Student just finished Bronxwood & LOVED it. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:00:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973185859469312 - #1798 
tweet details

@malmartintx @frankisibberson what are some of the caldecott hopefuls? #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:00:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973186815754241 - #1799 
tweet details

@AndersonGL Well said, sir. RT @ShawnMcCusker: @AndersonGL I think that is 
such a plus. less institutional inertia on twitter. #hugeplus #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:00:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973186408923136 - #1800 
tweet details

@kmcilhagga RT @frankisibberson: Need to catch up on Caldecott hopefuls this 
month.- Me too - check out the blog Calling Caldecott for titles #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:00:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973195409883136 - #1801 
tweet details

@thereadingzone @BookGirlStacey So lucky. SPEAK is a life changing book. :) 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:00:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973200707301377 - #1802 
tweet details

@eductwitt Reading Crossed and up next is Friendship Dolls #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:00:05 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973204977090560 - #1803 
tweet details

@ontheshelf4kids @frankisibberson audiobooks are what make my commute zip 
by #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:00:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973206084399104 - #1804 
tweet details

@libraryreeder RT @donalynbooks: Our next #titletalk is December 18th. Award 
winner predictions and top books of 2011. I hope you can join us! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:00:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973214452023296 - #1805 
tweet details

@BookJeannie Had my staff book club read both Hugo and Wonderstruck. 
Everyone RAVED! Again, thanks to @MrSchuReads #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:00:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973218990276608 - #1806 
tweet details

@CBethM @shighley Kids have had a good time with his Dark Eden app. Part 
video, part audio, part text. Something different. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:00:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973241882771456 - #1807 
tweet details

@librarybrods @mrschureads Loved Jefferson's Sons. Especially the 
afterword/author's note. #titletalk 
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Mon Nov 28 02:00:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973240163119106 - #1808 
tweet details

@GunnLauren @JenniferBarnett #titletalk no thanks to everyone for all the titles! :) 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:00:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973248040013826 - #1809 
tweet details

@writer I'm reading Great House, Walden, and The Geography of Bliss. All are 
wonderful. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:00:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973260903952385 - #1810 
tweet details

@cppotter RT @mercolleen: Plug for Inside Out and Back Again-one of my top 
#mocknewbery picks this year #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:00:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973264871763969 - #1811 
tweet details

@CherylRainfield I have a huge towering stack of books TBR on my table beside 
me, on the floors...& then there's my Kindle (ahem). But I love it! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:00:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973266960531457 - #1812 
tweet details

@Momma_Albers RT @CBethM: @alybee930 I would listen to Jim Dale read the 
telephone book... #amazingvoice #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:00:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973266276847616 - #1813 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @PaulWHankins We're already in love with you! Oh, wait...;0) 
#Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:00:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973265605754881 - #1814 
tweet details

@colbysharp Remember next Title Talk will be December 18th. No TITLE TALK on 
CHRISTMAS! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:00:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973278566166528 - #1815 
tweet details

@jillfisch @Komos72 Not yet - I want to now that you have said it is less violent 
than Hunger Games. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:00:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973278704574464 - #1816 
tweet details

@thereadingzone RT @donalynbooks: Our next #titletalk is December 18th. Award 
winner predictions and top books of 2011. I hope you can join us! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:00:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973289131614208 - #1817 
tweet details

@MsHoughton @donalynbooks Whee, yay! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:00:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973300569481217 - #1818 
tweet details

@pageintraining RT @donalynbooks: Our next #titletalk is December 18th. Award 
winner predictions and top books of 2011. I hope you can join us! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:00:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973301710323712 - #1819 
tweet details

@Jeremybballer Feel free to follow me on twitter and follow my blog at 
http://t.co/CSFE8ySu #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:00:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973313269841920 - #1820 
tweet details

@katsok @BookGirlStacey Speak - what a book. Enjoy. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:00:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973320152678400 - #1821 
tweet details
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@literacydocent RT @donalynbooks: Our next #titletalk is December 18th. Award 
winner predictions and top books of 2011. I hope you can join us! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:00:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973323168391168 - #1822 
tweet details

@mindi_r #titletalk My birthday is right after Christmas. Would love to spend the 
whole day reading and talking titles with myTwitter friends! 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:00:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973324091142147 - #1823 
tweet details

@pageintraining RT @colbysharp: Remember next Title Talk will be December 
18th. No TITLE TALK on CHRISTMAS! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:00:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973326519631874 - #1824 
tweet details

@ontheshelf4kids @jmalphy definitely in! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:00:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973340604121088 - #1825 
tweet details

@litnlearn @frankisibberson Audiobooks work great in car. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:00:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973369309937665 - #1826 
tweet details

@JenBearden @CBethM @alybee930 Sorry, just jumping in here: TOTALLY 
agree! #amazingvoice #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:00:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973386980536322 - #1827 
tweet details

@CathyMere RT @donalynbooks: Our next #titletalk is December 18th. Award 
winner predictions and top books of 2011. I hope you can join us! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:00:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973389308366849 - #1828 
tweet details

@PolkaDotOwlBlog Thanks for the chat, tweeps! Back to Harry Potter 7 I go! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:00:52 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973398879772673 - #1829 
tweet details

@LouiseBorden @writer #titletalk you will love it. art, voice, and a good story 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:00:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973408497311746 - #1830 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @donalynbooks: Our next #titletalk is December 18th. Award winner 
predictions and top books of 2011. I hope you can join us! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:00:57 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973421524828160 - #1831 
tweet details

@outtoread RT @colbysharp: Remember next Title Talk will be December 18th. No 
TITLE TALK on CHRISTMAS! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:01:04 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973449106563072 - #1832 
tweet details

@kelleemoye I'm reading Neversink by Barry Wolverton- fun animal adventure. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:01:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973468752691200 - #1833 
tweet details

@hale27storm RT @donalynbooks: Our next #titletalk is December 18th. Award 
winner predictions and top books of 2011. I hope you can join us! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:01:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973473286729728 - #1834 
tweet details
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@katsok RT @donalynbooks: Our next #titletalk is December 18th. Award winner 
predictions and top books of 2011. I hope you can join us! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:01:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973490219126784 - #1835 
tweet details

@BookGirlStacey I went to B&N today and wanted to buy sooooo many books I've 
'heard' recommended. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:01:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973514021814272 - #1836 
tweet details

@RdngTeach RT @trkravtin: RT @donalynbooks: Our next #titletalk is December 
18th. Award winner predictions and top books of 2011. I hope you can jo ... 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:01:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973513862422528 - #1837 
tweet details

@trkravtin @mindi_r When is your birthday, Mindi? #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:01:20 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973516500639745 - #1838 
tweet details

@mdprier My students don't read for English they read for Psychology. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:01:21 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973523140214785 - #1839 
geo info: Point - lat = 39.1141059 - long = -94.6229271 
tweet details

@colbysharp I think I know which book will win the Newbery. Can't wait to share 
December 18th. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:01:22 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973524562100226 - #1840 
tweet details

@eductwitt Thanks all. List made for winter reading. Bring on the snow! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:01:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973530895495169 - #1841 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler @donalynbooks & @colbysharp - thanks for hosting the always 
frenetic, always enlightening #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:01:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973535068831744 - #1842 
tweet details

@ProfBuehler RT @donalynbooks: Our next #titletalk is December 18th. Award 
winner predictions and top books of 2011. I hope you can join us! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:01:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973540517216257 - #1843 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads Dear @Colbysharp and @DonalynMiller: Thank you for hosting 
#Titletalk. You both make me better librarian and reader. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:01:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973568631644160 - #1844 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @MrSchuReads: I recommend checking @AnitaSilvey's 
http://t.co/RxwR8ht5 once per day. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:01:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973574172311552 - #1845 
tweet details

@love2teachintx More pic books: Leon the Chameleon, Olivia’s Birds, All the Water 
in the World, When Dinosaurs Came With Everything #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:01:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973584758747137 - #1846 
tweet details

@LouiseBorden “@Jeremybballer: Can SN increase our students interests as well 
as ours? #Titletalk” interesting to ponder 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:01:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973600965541888 - #1847 
tweet details
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@HSeslteacher Another great #titletalk! Many new books added to TBR pile & lots 
of new people to follow on Twitter! 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:01:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973601754066944 - #1848 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read RT @donalynbooks: Our next #titletalk is December 18th. Award 
winner predictions and top books of 2011. I hope you can join us! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:01:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973610339799040 - #1849 
tweet details

@Komos72 @jillfisch Yes, not as dark as HG or as violent. Definitely couldn't put it 
down! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:01:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973614903197697 - #1850 
tweet details

@mposten @PaulWHankins I love Ivan so far!! #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:01:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973622360674304 - #1851 
tweet details

@RdngTeach Thanks all! You make me happy to start the work week :-) Have a 
good one! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:01:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973632603172866 - #1852 
tweet details

@karenterlecky Thanks so much for hosting tonight @donalynbooks and 
@colbysharp . Lots of reading to do!! So grateful for my SN tweeps! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:01:50 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973644745682944 - #1853 
tweet details

@JenniferBarnett #titletalk is certainly a fantastic way to spend an hour. Thanks to 
everyone! Can't wait to get started on a few of these! 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:01:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973645974609920 - #1854 
tweet details

@kelleemoye @jennann516 LOVE Fables and Peter & Max. Have you read Down 
the Mysterly River (his MG book) yet? #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:01:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973659446710273 - #1855 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 RT @alybee930: RT @MrSchuReads: I recommend checking 
@AnitaSilvey's http://t.co/RxwR8ht5 once per day. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:01:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973662084931585 - #1856 
tweet details

@ohionicole RT @donalynbooks: Our next #titletalk is December 18th. Award 
winner predictions and top books of 2011. I hope you can join us! #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:01:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973662948966400 - #1857 
tweet details

@frankisibberson Thanks to @donalynbooks and @colbysharp for another 
GREAT #titletalk LOVED it! 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:01:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973667512360960 - #1858 
tweet details

@HeatherCorral #titletalk has anyone out there used twitter with their students - 
thinking about replicating what we have here in the classroom... 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:01:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973678258163712 - #1859 
tweet details

@ShawnMcCusker @AndersonGL twitter can take off institutional glasses & let you 
see w/ new eyes-Good for teachers& great for schools. #hugeplus #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:01:59 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973680586006529 - #1860 
tweet details
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@jennann516 Don't forget, once you've reached your $ quota for #titletalk, head to 
your local library! 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:02:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973687984754688 - #1861 
tweet details

@jmalphy Thanks for a GREAT #titletalk tonight everyone! 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:02:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973697421946880 - #1862 
tweet details

@Dorish @donalynbooks Looking forward to it. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:02:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973721342062593 - #1863 
tweet details

@gaskell79 Thank you for another wonderful title talk. Time to snuggle with my 
boys and get some reading in. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:02:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973726916292608 - #1864 
tweet details

@colbysharp Dear @mrschureads Thanks for being a rock star! Can't wait to talk 
books with you all of December. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:02:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973731542609921 - #1865 
tweet details

@librarygrl2 RT @katsok: RT @donalynbooks: Our next #titletalk is December 
18th. Award winner predictions and top books of 2011. I hope you can join ... 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:02:13 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973740937846784 - #1866 
tweet details

@mposten @librarygrl2 read Tuesdays In the Castle if you haven't, then! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:02:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973758092546048 - #1867 
tweet details

@BookGirlStacey @mindi_r sounds like a perfect day to me!#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:02:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973785024180224 - #1868 
tweet details

@KevinTCraig 2 local high schools r reading mine. ;-) RT @wclodfelter I need a 
good title 4 a read aloud n an urban 9th grade class-Any ideas? #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:02:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973786517352448 - #1869 
tweet details

@pageintraining Thank you @donalynbooks! Thank you @colbysharp! #Titletalk 
was wonderful. Great to see what everyone's wanting to read & what SN can do. 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:02:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973791567282176 - #1870 
tweet details

@donalynbooks And so ends another whirlwind chat Thanks to my cohost, 
@colbysharp, & everyone who joined us. Archives posted soon Now, go read! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:02:25 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973792204824576 - #1871 
tweet details

@PhilBildner Please Find @JackieWoodson's "From the Notebooks of Melanin 
Sun." #titletalk. One of My Favorite Read-Alouds to My Bronx Sixth Graders. 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:02:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973799326756864 - #1872 
tweet details

@love2teachintx This was fun! Have to go finish dinner, family is starving! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:02:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973802933850113 - #1873 
tweet details

@katsok @donalynbooks and @colbysharp Thanks for another fast paced evening 
of wonderful conversation. Need to go buy some books! #titletalk 
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Mon Nov 28 02:02:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973807677616129 - #1874 
tweet details

@litnlearn Re-reading Hugo Cabret. Can't wait for movie.#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:02:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973813700640769 - #1875 
tweet details

@liteverywhere RT @thereadingzone: during the school week tweet 
#booksaroundtheroom share the books students 4 carrying around w them #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:02:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973814489153538 - #1876 
tweet details

@JenniferBarnett Absolutely! RT @frankisibberson: Thanks to @donalynbooks 
and @colbysharp for another GREAT #titletalk LOVED it! 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:02:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973814929567744 - #1877 
tweet details

@lkstrohecker Thanks for another great #titletalk! Time to jump back into GIRL 
WHO CIRCUMNAVIGATED FAIRYLAND... #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:02:31 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973816846352384 - #1878 
tweet details

@akgal68 Thanks everyone for a great #titletalk and thank you @colbysharp and 
@donalynbooks for hosting! 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:02:37 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973840690978818 - #1879 
tweet details

@mindi_r RT @jennann516: Don't forget, once you've reached your $ quota for 
#titletalk, head to your local library! (or your local IndieBound!) 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:02:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973848366546944 - #1880 
tweet details

@Jeremybballer Thanks @donalynbooks and @colbysharp. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:02:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973855547195393 - #1881 
tweet details

@tmck76 Before I forget, someone mentioned a book on twitter about bullying that 
had goat in the title.I didn't put it on my list. Ideas?#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:02:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973870151766016 - #1882 
tweet details

@hale27storm Thank you @donalynbooks and @colbysharp. I look forward to 
#titletalk every month. 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:02:46 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973879526031360 - #1883 
tweet details

@greshambrown @colbysharp Thanks for mentioning tweetchat - it made following 
the conversation much easier. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:02:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973889684643840 - #1884 
tweet details

@AndersonGL Outstanding affirmation tonight of importance of social media. 
Thanks @donalynbooks and @colbysharp. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:02:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973899709022209 - #1885 
tweet details

@kmcilhagga Thanks all, especially @colbysharp and @donalynbooks for hosting 
another inspiring #titletalk #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:02:54 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973913533460480 - #1886 
tweet details

@mrs_hembree Here is my trailer for Breadcrumbs#titletalk http://t.co/MOVcy2yk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:02:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973914347159555 - #1887 
tweet details
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@kelleemoye @donalynbooks Are you liking The Watch that Ends the Night? 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:03:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973949482840064 - #1888 
tweet details

@MrSchuReads Dear @Colbysharp and @DonalynBooks: Thank you for hosting 
#Titletalk. You both make me a better librarian and reader. :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:03:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973949457674240 - #1889 
tweet details

@mposten RT @trkravtin: RT @donalynbooks: Our next #titletalk is December 
18th. Award winner predictions and top books of 2011. I hope you can jo ... 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:03:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973962766188545 - #1890 
tweet details

@Ann11reader3 thanks...this was an amazing first time....I will be back. Can't wait 
to read some titles discussed tonight #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:03:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973976292831232 - #1891 
tweet details

@writer Thanks @donalynbooks and @colbysharp for a great night tonight. Time to 
read. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:03:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140973997985763328 - #1892 
tweet details

@libraryreeder @donalynbooks @colbysharp Thank you! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:03:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140974003736166400 - #1893 
tweet details

@colbysharp Thank you @donalynbooks for being such a rockin' friend and cohost. 
Off to watch a Christmas movie with my wife. Suggestions? #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:03:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140974007603314688 - #1894 
tweet details

@CherylRainfield RT @thereadingzone: during the school week tweet 
#booksaroundtheroom share the books students 4 carrying around w them #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:03:17 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140974009222316032 - #1895 
tweet details

@carwilc I think I have to go to bed right now! Or give my debit card to my boys to 
hide! Thanks for great #titletalk! 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:03:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140974011038449664 - #1896 
tweet details

@Cathy_Blackler RT @AndersonGL: Outstanding affirmation tonight of importance 
of social media. Thanks @donalynbooks and @colbysharp. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:03:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140974013773123584 - #1897 
tweet details

@thereadingzone Thank you @donalynbooks and @colbysharp for another great 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:03:23 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140974035096961025 - #1898 
tweet details

@donalynbooks RT @jennann516: Dont forget, once you've reached your $ quota, 
head to your local library! (or your local IndieBound!) #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:03:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140974085214703619 - #1899 
tweet details

@Jennasthings @mposten @librarygrl2 I Loved Tuesdays at the Castle too! It 
reminded me of Shannon Hale! #titletalk 
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Mon Nov 28 02:03:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140974087454474243 - #1900 
tweet details

@BookGirlStacey I love #titletalk! My husband knows not to bother me when I'm 
tweeting about books. 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:03:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140974086531710978 - #1901 
tweet details

@jellyrace @jennann516 I go there first! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:03:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140974102050643969 - #1902 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins HAVE A LITTLE FAITH is on ABC starting now. . .pre-#TitleTalk, 
@Goodreads, SN. But here it is. . .important read/share. #TitleTalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:03:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140974106957979649 - #1903 
tweet details

@BrightTeacher RT @thereadingzone: Thank you @donalynbooks and 
@colbysharp for another great #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:03:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140974137773539328 - #1904 
tweet details

@litnlearn RT @librarygrl2: Just finished The Princess Curse by Merrie Haskell. 
Loved it - great for those who like Ella Enchanted. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:04:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140974216844550144 - #1905 
tweet details

@colbysharp Was so nice to have @PaulWHankins at #titletalk this evening. LOVE 
my friend! 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:04:09 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140974225262514176 - #1906 
tweet details

@kelleemoye RT @alybee930: RT @CBethM: @alybee930 I would listen to Jim 
Dale read the telephone book... #amazingvoice #titletalk <= agree 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:04:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140974234922008576 - #1907 
tweet details

@HowePrincipal Nice chat, thank you. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:04:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140974290605580289 - #1908 
tweet details

@KevinTCraig So many titles to look into! Thanks #titletalk My poor kindle app is 
going to burst! 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:04:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140974333240672256 - #1909 
tweet details

@alybee930 RT @colbysharp: Remember next Title Talk will be December 18th. No 
TITLE TALK on CHRISTMAS! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:04:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140974353595629568 - #1910 
tweet details

@liteverywhere I love these meetings of the best minds in education on Twitter! 
Yay! TY to all! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:04:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140974357945139201 - #1911 
tweet details

@halehawk RT @PaulWHankins: HAVE A LITTLE FAITH is on ABC starting now. . 
.pre-#TitleTalk, @Goodreads, SN. But here it is. . .important read/share ... 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:04:44 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140974371668897792 - #1912 
tweet details

@LouiseBorden “@MrSchuReads: Dear @Colbysharp and @DonalynMiller: Thank 
you for hosting #Titletalk. You both make me a better writer #titletalk” 
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Mon Nov 28 02:04:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140974384214065153 - #1913 
tweet details

@NikiOhsBarnes Thanks @donalynbooks and @colbysharp ! Now I'm off to 
expand my books to read list on goodreads #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:04:53 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140974409698643968 - #1914 
tweet details

@BookGirlStacey Thanks for another great #titletalk @donalynbooks @colbysharp. 
Too many books...too little time! 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:05:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140974438790336512 - #1915 
tweet details

@DavidAEtkin @kmcilhagga @donalynbooks @colbysharp BOOK THIEF is getting 
a lot of attention for older book. Reason? (Besides being AWESOME!) #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:05:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140974451293556737 - #1916 
tweet details

@shighley @CBethM Thanks! I hadn't even been to the site yet. All my students 
like the Skeleton Creek bks. http://t.co/Fi8N3Olo #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:05:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140974451356479488 - #1917 
tweet details

@CherylRainfield @PhilBildner I love love love From the Notebooks of Melanin 
Sun! One of my faves of @JackieWoodson's #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:05:03 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140974454024044544 - #1918 
tweet details

@LouiseBorden RT @colbysharp: Dear @mrschureads Thanks for being a rock 
star! Can't wait to talk books with you all of December. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:05:06 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140974465671626752 - #1919 
tweet details

@Jeremybballer Looking forward to following some new twerps. #Titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:05:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140974469962403840 - #1920 
tweet details

@malmartintx great hour of learning! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:05:08 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140974476107063296 - #1921 
tweet details

@nataleestotz RT @BookGirlStacey: Thanks for another great #titletalk 
@donalynbooks @colbysharp. Too many books...too little time! 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:05:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140974498051653633 - #1922 
tweet details

@katsok @mindi_r @colbysharp Adore Love Actually, Christmas Vacation, and 
Christmas Story. And Christmas Eve on S. Street w/ my kids. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:05:16 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140974508877152256 - #1923 
tweet details

@MsHoughton @donalynbooks @jennann516 Why IndieBound? Won't you still 
need $? #titletalk #clueless 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:05:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140974555815620608 - #1924 
tweet details

@litlearningzone #titletalk Lots of new book titles and lots of new people to follow! 
Thanks @colbysharp and @donalynbooks 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:05:30 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140974566360104960 - #1925 
tweet details

@trkravtin @frankisibberson I know you've struggled with it, and I completely honor 
that. Maybe audio could get you over the hump. #titletalk 
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Mon Nov 28 02:05:33 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140974577336586240 - #1926 
tweet details

@SarahUkulele RT @donalynbooks: The only thing readers like as much as 
reading is talking about books with other readers. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:05:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140974603429355520 - #1927 
tweet details

@alybee930 Thank you @donalynbooks & @colbysharp for hosting another 
wonderful #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:05:48 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140974642625126400 - #1928 
tweet details

@jennann516 Whew! What a great #titletalk! Time for The Amazging Race before 
reading and bed! 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:05:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140974655971405824 - #1929 
tweet details

@colbysharp Has anyone seen @mentortexts. I think she lost her hat. Oh wait, she 
just forgot #titletalk. Silly rabbit. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:06:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140974695666286592 - #1930 
tweet details

@mposten @colbysharp @donalynbooks That was awesome! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:06:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140974733050134528 - #1931 
tweet details

@Jreaderwriter Thank you @colbysharp and @donalynbooks for a great #titletalk! I 
am so glad I could join in tonight. 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:06:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140974737944879105 - #1932 
tweet details

@DavidAEtkin @BookGirlStacey HAHA! My wife just huffed upstairs cuz I wouldn't 
look up. She'll learn :-) #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:06:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140974752511688705 - #1933 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana Thanks @donalynbooks and @colbysharp for #titletalk . So good 
to see frenetic passion here! Will sustain me til tomorrow. Now, to read. 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:06:27 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140974806970548224 - #1934 
tweet details

@ProfessorNana RT @liteverywhere: I love these meetings of the best minds in 
education on Twitter! Yay! TY to all! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:06:38 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140974852684259329 - #1935 
tweet details

@pageintraining RT @librarygrl2: I try so many new things because of Twitter - 
with reading and with technology. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:06:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140974872959520769 - #1936 
tweet details

@CherylRainfield Thank you @donalynbooks & @colbysharp 4 great title talk, 
@paulwhankins 4 pulling me in, and all :) #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:06:55 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140974922246791169 - #1937 
tweet details

@Anastasiawords @mslcblevins thanks, sounds great! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:06:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140974926126530560 - #1938 
tweet details

@Jeremybballer RT @pageintraining: RT @librarygrl2: I try so many new things 
because of Twitter - with reading and with technology. #Titletalk 
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Mon Nov 28 02:07:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140974973052391424 - #1939 
tweet details

@MollyB711 Head spinning from #titletalk -only way to cure it: update goodreads 
and go read! That's the plan! 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:07:34 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140975088328642562 - #1940 
tweet details

@DavidAEtkin @colbysharp @mentortexts She's a #teamrabbit Tweeple. What do 
you expect? *grin* #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:07:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140975131009875968 - #1941 
tweet details

@saraallen91 RT @Room121 Check us out reading our versions of _I Know an Old 
Lady Who Swallowed Some Pie_ http://t.co/3AQNMNtU… #titletalk #teachchat 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:08:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140975358844477440 - #1942 
tweet details

@litnlearn RT @litlearningzone: #titletalk Lots of new book titles and lots of new 
people to follow! Thanks @colbysharp and @donalynbooks 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:08:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140975402679144448 - #1943 
tweet details

@utalaniz Thank you @donalynbooks and @colbysharp for a great #titletalk. I'm off 
to order more books and read! :) 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:09:19 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140975526738268160 - #1944 
tweet details

@DavidAEtkin @colbysharp & @donalynbooks: Great job again. We're an easy 
bunch 2 get talking. Imagine if students were as verbose? #trouble? #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:09:35 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140975593725501440 - #1945 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins Quote from HAVE A LITTLE FAITH--just now: "There's books and 
there's action." I think we just saw a little reading in action at #TitleTalk. 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:09:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140975637203648512 - #1946 
tweet details

@PaulWHankins Quote from HAVE A LITTLE FAITH--just now: "There's books and 
there's action." I think we just saw a little reading in action at #TitleTalk. 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:09:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140975637203648512 - #1947 
tweet details

@trkravtin @MsHoughton #Indiebound supports independent booksellers. I 
encourage whenever possible. Forge a relationship for mutual benefit. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:10:01 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140975703586906112 - #1948 
tweet details

@MsHoughton Time to write Book of the Week lesson. Potential books seem 
limited now, after #titletalk. Possibilities include... 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:10:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140975729969074177 - #1949 
tweet details

@DavidAEtkin RT @colbysharp: @DavidAEtkin Yes, I love saying things like, "Last 
night I was talking with Tom Angleberger and he said..." #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:10:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140975814849200129 - #1950 
tweet details

@librarybrods @donalynbooks @colbysharp Thanks for hosting #titletalk. It was 
amazing and overwhelming for this newbie, love the chance to connect. 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:10:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140975878074150913 - #1951 
tweet details

@Principal_EL @donalynbooks @colbysharp Thanks for your leadership and 
influence! We will all have a great week! #titletalk 
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Mon Nov 28 02:10:58 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140975940862885888 - #1952 
tweet details

@MsHoughton ... Barn Dance, The Judge, No Problem, If U are a Hunter of 
Fossils, Fables (Lobel), Red-Eyed Tree Frog, Runaway Dinner. Picks? #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:11:14 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140976011243290625 - #1953 
tweet details

@frazierde @donalynbooks @GunnLauren Love interrupting chicken! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:11:28 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140976066134163456 - #1954 
tweet details

@kelleemoye RT @jennann516: Don't forget, once you've reached your $ quota for 
#titletalk, head to your local library! 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:11:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140976100691034113 - #1955 
tweet details

@colbysharp @NikiOhsBarnes #titletalk Here is a link to @doanlynbooks post 
about #bookaday http://t.co/Y9iwIIKj 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:11:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140976129220689921 - #1956 
tweet details

@bjp7834 SN has made my to read list crazy long and allowed me to see what the 
twitterverse is reading and talking about in edu #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:11:45 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140976137479266305 - #1957 
tweet details

@ctmcdm RT @BookGirlStacey: I no longer tolerate mediocre books when I know 
there are so many fabulous books to be read. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:11:49 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140976156647239680 - #1958 
tweet details

@frazierde RT @Komos72: RT @ohionicole: On twitter you can choose your 
collaboration team. <--And I love that about Twitter!! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:12:02 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140976211156402178 - #1959 
tweet details

@Principal_EL #titletalk Lots of good folks to follow and connect with here tonight! 
Keep up the great work everyone! 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:12:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140976363845849089 - #1960 
tweet details

@liteverywhere RT @colbysharp: @NikiOhsBarnes Here is a link to 
@doanlynbooks post about #bookaday http://t.co/rX7No1Dt #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:12:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140976366723153920 - #1961 
tweet details

@CBethM Thank you for another beautiful hour talking about books, 
@donalynbooks & @colbysharp. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:13:47 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140976653043113984 - #1962 
tweet details

@bjp7834 I am reading Chaos Walking - Knife. Very cool. After reading A Monster 
Calls I am hooked on Ness! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:14:07 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140976734878187521 - #1963 
tweet details

@alybee930 Great #titletalk but must get some work done. See you later tweeps 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:14:10 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140976748127993856 - #1964 
tweet details

@WiscPrincipal @librarygrl2 @CBethM If Divergent is better than Hunger Games, 
then it's definitely going on my next read list. #titletalk 
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Mon Nov 28 02:14:11 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140976751462465536 - #1965 
tweet details

@CBethM I just checked out a pile of "forehead reading" at the library (thanks, 
@skajder, for that term!) - but I see another coming soon #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:14:36 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140976854755577858 - #1966 
tweet details

@AndersonGL RT @ShawnMcCusker: twitter can take off institutional glasses & let 
you see w/ new eyes-Good for teachers & great for schools. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:15:00 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140976956492615681 - #1967 
tweet details

@CBethM @bjp7834 A Monster Calls is just beautiful. Eyes misting just thinking 
about it. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:15:24 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140977056921034752 - #1968 
tweet details

@bjp7834 @DavidAEtkin did you read The New World from Ness? Prequel to Knife. 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:15:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140977077477318657 - #1969 
tweet details

@nataleestotz reading and talking about books always wins out. Am I a bad English 
teacher if we just read in class? #titletalk #lessonplansvsreading 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:15:43 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140977139158749185 - #1970 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @CBethM: @bjp7834 A Monster Calls is just beautiful. Eyes misting 
just thinking about it. @Candlewick #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:15:56 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140977192921346048 - #1971 
tweet details

@PrincipalAmy RT @colbysharp: @NikiOhsBarnes #titletalk Here is a link to 
@doanlynbooks post about #bookaday http://t.co/Y9iwIIKj 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:16:32 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140977344193118209 - #1972 
tweet details

@nataleestotz RT @CBethM: @bjp7834 A Monster Calls is just beautiful. Eyes 
misting just thinking about it. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:16:39 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140977373297389568 - #1973 
tweet details

@trkravtin RT @bjp7834: I am reading Chaos Walking - Knife. Very cool. After 
reading A Monster Calls I am hooked on @Patrick_Ness! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:16:40 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140977378636738562 - #1974 
tweet details

@frankisibberson @MrSchuReads I do so love our circle of reading friends! 
#titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:16:51 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140977422127464449 - #1975 
tweet details

@CBethM Okay. Off to read! #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:17:15 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140977521637326848 - #1976 
tweet details

@trkravtin @bjp7834 You are my kinda reader. :-> @Patrick_Ness is one of my 
favorites. #titletalk 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:18:29 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140977833504808960 - #1977 
tweet details

@liteverywhere Another awesome #TitleTalk! Next one is 12/18. So many great 
books to add to my TBR piles! Going to read now! 
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Mon Nov 28 02:18:42 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140977887154143232 - #1978 
tweet details

@cb6luvs2read Okey doke tweeps, I'm going to start WONDERSTRUCK next 
because of #titletalk :) *walks to TBR room* 
 
Mon Nov 28 02:21:18 +0000 2011 - tweet id 140978541255864322 - #1979 
tweet details
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